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ABSTRACT 
 
 This study evaluated the PCR inhibition and toxic effects by sediment samples 
exposed to drilling muds.  This information was gathered in an attempt to identify what 
effect, if any, drilling muds had on the microbial community structure in sediments 
around four specific oil-drilling platforms in the Gulf of Mexico.  Sediment samples were 
taken before and after drilling had taken place around two platforms (GB516 and 
VK916), and sediment samples were taken after drilling had taken place around two other 
platforms (MC292 and GB602).  After using traditional, non-selective DNA extraction 
methods, successful amplification took place via PCR with all pre-drilling samples that 
were tested.  Post-drilling samples, however, failed to amplify using the same procedure.  
Many experiments were conducted to identify the cause of PCR inhibition in the post-
drilling samples.  It was clearly demonstrated that an abundance of humic substances was 
being carried through the extraction procedure and caused the PCR inhibition.  The 
Lumitox assay showed that the toxic effects of exposed sediments ranged from very toxic 
to non-toxic. 
 
 
 xiv
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The petroleum industry is a multi-trillion dollar industry that finds its way into 
even the smallest crevasses of society.  Petroleum products provide energy sources for 
numerous industries, automobiles, trains, planes, lawn mowers, boats, and much more.  
They also provide the world with plastics whose uses can range from everyday food 
storage to advanced medical supplies.  Petroleum is, indeed, the life-blood that runs the 
entire world.  As one can imagine, colossal amounts of petroleum are needed to supply its 
demand.  Therefore, companies that extract and deal in petroleum are continuously 
discovering new and exotic sources of this omnibus.  One such location is the ocean.  
Deep-sea oil drilling has become relatively commonplace today.  The technology behind 
this activity, however, is anything but common.  One of these technologies is commonly 
referred to as drilling muds.  Drilling muds are a critical component of deep-sea oil 
drilling due to their unique physiochemical properties.  Unfortunately, these same 
properties may make drilling muds a hazard to the environment and ecosystems therein.  
Many studies have been conducted on drilling muds and the results are ambiguous at 
best.  The general consensus is that these muds are not healthy for the environment 
because of their composition, but it is the level of impact they may be causing that begs 
for a great deal of debate.  This thesis attempts to partially determine the level of 
environmental impact.  Specifically, the purpose of this thesis is to determine whether 
drilling muds around three specific oil-drilling platforms in the Gulf of Mexico have any 
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significant impact - inhibitory or otherwise – on microbial community structures in local 
sediments. 
The most probable effect, if any, that drilling muds may have on microbial 
communities would be negative simply because of the toxic and smothering capacities of 
these muds.  Thus, this thesis will present data on the physiochemical properties, which 
may give possible reasons why drilling muds have an effect on microbial community 
structures.  Also, determination of the physiochemical properties of drilling muds will be 
invaluable when designing protocols whose goal will be to purify DNA from sediment 
containing said muds. 
The four oil-drilling platforms that were selected for this examination are Viosca 
Knoll 916, Garden Banks 516, Garden Banks 602, and Mississippi Canyon 292.  Viosca 
Knoll was sampled before and after drilling took place.  Garden Banks 516 had been 
previously drilled and abandoned many years before the initial sampling took place.  
Here, samples were taken before the wells were redrilled and after they had been 
redrilled. Garden Banks 602 was sampled only after it had been drilled.  Mississippi 
Canyon was sampled only after it had been drilled as well.   
Multiple sediment samples from each site and each sampling period were 
processed through a DNA extraction technique, and the resulting total DNA was 
amplified by PCR.  Using restriction endonuclease digestion of the amplified DNAs, 
results from all of the test samples can be compared with regard to microbial community 
structure so that any changes in composition from pre-drilled, pre-redrilled, and post-
drilled may be observed. 
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 The results of this research could have serious repercussions on the future study 
and management of drilling muds, especially in the Gulf of Mexico.  Species from 
benthic microbes to large, predacious, and highly commercial fish flock to oil rigs, which 
serve as artificial reefs.  Many individuals as well as companies use the Gulf waters 
around oil-drilling platforms as prime fishing grounds.  Thus, any effect on the microbial 
life could work its way up the food chain and cause problems in human health and 
economics.  Also, many parts of the Gulf of Mexico harbor newly discovered, deep-sea 
communities that feed upon methane seeps.  Many scientists believe these new forms of 
life could hold a wealth of natural products that can be used in industry, pharmaceuticals, 
and advancing research abilities.  If drilling muds are found to have a significant effect on 
microbial communities, efforts may have to be made to preserve these new methane 
communities in their pristine state so that they may be further studied. 
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BACKGROUND, APPLICABILITY AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
This section describes some of the physiochemical properties of drilling muds; the 
way in which drilling muds are handled around oil-drilling platforms; the importance of 
microbial community structure in sediments around oil-drilling platforms, especially in 
the Gulf of Mexico; and the applicability of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and 
restriction enzymes in determining possible shifts in microbial community structure.  
Informative literature will be presented and cited to help develop a base of knowledge 
that will be useful to the reader. 
General Physiochemical Properties of Drilling Fluids 
Each individual drilling mud has its own unique mixture of a base and additives 
that form a slurry that looks like mud (hence the name “drilling muds”).  In fact, the first 
drilling muds were simply a mixture of clay and water.  Today, there are generally three 
types of bases: water, oil, and synthetic.  The base is the most abundant component in the 
mud and additives can practically be anything in any amount.  This is a very important 
point because additives can change the toxicity, deposition rate, solubility, and 
composition of the drilling mud.  Thus, two wells being drilled in the same region may 
have two muds that behave very differently.  Examples of additives include barite, 
mercury, arsenic, clay, and other organics (20).   
It is difficult to gain a consensus on the levels of risk associated with drilling 
muds.  Throughout most of the 1980s scientists believed that the negative effects of 
drilling waste discharges were local and minor.  Neff (17) conducted toxicity assays on 
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several water-based drilling muds (without cuttings) using species commonly found in 
the Gulf of Mexico and found that 90% of the muds tested had an LC50 above 10,000 
ppm, indicating that they were relatively non-toxic.  But as more and more research was 
conducted, the general trend of thought shifted toward the notion that drilling muds and 
their accompanying wastes are more harmful than previously estimated. 
Contemporary studies began to examine mud constituents and their probable 
toxicities.  Patin (19) stated that the composition of drilling mud is so variable and the 
circumstances of their use so different that there is "an extremely wide range of 
concentrations that cause different toxic effects" ranging from "practical absence of toxic 
effects to lethal toxicity". He divided drilling fluid components into three categories 
based on their eco-toxicological effects:  Category #1 included the main components of 
water-based drilling muds such as bentonite and other clays, barite, and lignosulfonates. 
These are considered to be of low to moderate toxicity, and their effect would decline 
rapidly as distance increased from the point of discharge.  Category #2 elements have 
intermediate toxicity but are found in much smaller quantities.  They are comprised of 
surfactants, lubricants, circulation additives, oil and oil products, solvents, emulsifiers, 
thinners, and spotting fluids.  Category #3 components include highly toxic materials and 
are present in small amounts. These are heavy metals, scavenging agents, defoamers, 
descalers, corrosion inhibitors, bactericides, and biocides. 
Patin (19) showed that the physical properties of water-based muds could have 
severe effects on marine life.  The sheer volumes of mud being deposited on the ocean 
floor can simply smother benthic life.  Also, water-based muds can form large plumes of 
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fine particles that can remain in the water column for weeks to months.  This increased 
turbidity interferes with respiration in small marine animals and pelagic fish. 
Water-based muds mix with cuttings and become adulterated, which results in 
decreased functionality.  Complete cleaning of these water-based muds is not practical 
economically, and they are often dumped into the ocean.  Once in the marine 
environment, the physically smaller particles of the mud dissolve or become suspended in 
the water column and the larger particles fall to the seabed.  Exactly where they fall with 
respect to the oilrig depends greatly on temperature, currents, and depth, but for the most 
part, they settle relatively close to the discharging rig.   
Drilling managers usually prefer oil- and synthetic-based muds to water-based 
muds because of their increased integrity and performance.  Oil-based muds are 
traditionally based on diesel or mineral oil and thus, create environmental problems 
because they are comparable to tiny oil spills.  They are not easily biodegradable, they 
have a high capacity for bioaccumulation, and they contain many harmful substances 
such as aliphatic molecules, PAHs, sulfur, and cadmium (8).  The capacity of these muds 
to spread through the marine environment is generally greater than water-based muds due 
to their hydrophobicity, but mainly settle near the point of discharge similar to the water-
based muds (12).  The amount of material (muds plus cuttings, which are the broken 
pieces of rock that the drill bit has drilled through) discharged from a platform can vary 
dramatically, but most accumulate waste piles at their base that have an average mass of 
22,100 tons (13). 
Synthetic-based muds are organic in nature, like oil-based muds, but strive to 
reach a lower toxicity through the elimination of PAHs, faster biodegradability, less 
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bioaccumulation, and possibly less volume release.  The EPA surveyed seabeds in the 
Gulf of Mexico that were exposed to synthetic-based muds and concluded that the effect 
zone of the discharge of certain synthetic muds is within a few hundred meters of the 
discharge source. These surveys also revealed that the sea floor could significantly 
recover in one to two years. The EPA also believed that impacts are primarily due to 
smothering by the drill cuttings, changes in sediment grain size and composition (the 
actual physical alteration of a habitat), and anoxia caused by the decomposition of the 
organic base fluid (7).  The view of the British Government's Centre for Environment, 
Fisheries & Aquaculture Science (CEFAS) is quite contrary to that of the EPA.  When it 
ran toxicity assays, it found that synthetic drilling muds were no better than oil-based 
drilling muds.  CEFAS discovered that the biodegradation of most synthetic muds was 
unacceptably low, and as a result, initiated the phasing-out of any synthetic-based mud 
discharge by 2001 (3). 
Handling of Drilling Muds 
The circulation of drilling muds serves a crucial purpose in deep-well drilling.  
They serve as a lubricant as they are pumped through a flexible, high-pressure hose that 
travels down the drill pipe and out through pores in the drill bit, thus lubricating the drill 
bit.  Afterwards, it returns up through the annulus between the wall of the well and the 
drill pipe.  This circulation washes out the cuttings and serves as a lubricant between the 
drill pipe and well wall.  In addition to serving as a lubricant and waste removal system, 
drilling muds also quell possible blow outs: the mud must be of adequate weight so that 
the weight of the column can prevent the oil, water, or gas from flowing into and up the 
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borehole.  Differing additives in varying amounts must be added to the muds so that they 
can perform these tasks (26).   
The laws that regulate drilling mud discharge in the United States are remarkably 
complex.  So much so, that it seems the experts cannot completely agree when 
interpreting said laws. It is illegal, without exception, to discharge drilling muds and drill 
cuttings, whether they are water, oil, or synthetic-based, within three miles of the United 
States’ shoreline. This came about following a decision in Louisiana 12 years ago, after 
local authorities and citizens' environmental groups had raised concern over acute and 
chronic pollution of river deltas, bayous, and near shore waters (28).  Most regulations 
concerning drilling muds further out into the ocean center around permit issuing and 
technology based standards.  Unfortunately, the regulations have been worded with such 
acrobatics that compromises may be reached with industries that would be negatively 
affected by these regulations, and many of the technology standards focus on what is 
economically feasible.   
Other nations, such as Norway and Britain have implemented a more aggressive 
approach to drilling mud discharge.  In most cases, they require zero discharge of oil- and 
synthetic-based muds as they must either be brought back onshore or re-injected offshore.  
Water-based muds are usually regulated under voluntary guidelines, and industries are 
strictly prohibited from adulterating water-based muds with any oil-based products (18) 
(23). 
Further regulation in other nations, and especially in the U.S., is a difficult goal.  
This is because of a public domain problem.  Every oil company has a different recipe for 
its drilling muds, and the recipe may even change from well to well.  This lack of 
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consistency makes it impossible to conduct accurate toxicity assays for drilling muds, in 
general.  When a manufacturer introduces a new recipe that the oil industry would like to 
use, that manufacturer will keep his/her recipe secret, even to the oil industry who can 
easily duplicate the recipe and save vast amounts of money.  The only organization that 
must be informed of the new product’s composition is the EPA, in the U.S.  The public 
must trust the government to regulate or prohibit use of the new product if they deem it is 
harmful, but unfortunately, this system cannot allow for independent verification of the 
new product’s harmfulness.   
Contemporary Study Related to This Thesis 
 Some contemporary studies have already observed the biomass in sediments 
around the oil-drilling platforms examined in this thesis.  One such study, conducted by 
Eric Guilbeau at Louisiana State University, measured the amount of adenosine 
triphosphate (ATP) (14).  ATP is present in all microorganisms and can be quantified 
with great accuracy.  ATP concentrations do depend on the physiological state of the 
surrounding biota, but are fairly monotonous relative to the cellular carbon in most 
bacteria, algae, and protozoa.  When cells die, they lose their ATP very rapidly; thus, 
measuring ATP gives one a good picture of the amounts of living cells in a specific 
environment (1).  In Eric Guilbeau’s study, it was concluded that ATP concentrations 
dropped dramatically from before the sediments were exposed to drilling muds to after 
being exposed to drilling muds.  The raw data is presented in Appendix C. 
Importance of Bacterial Community Structure Stability In the Gulf of Mexico 
An interesting side effect of oil drilling platforms is that they serve as artificial 
reefs to which many forms of life are strongly attracted.  Like most new environments, 
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oilrigs - and the sediments and waters around them – are populated in an orderly manner.  
First, microbes such as bacteria and archaea settle and begin to form communities or 
mats.  Once those are established, larger organisms like zooplankton, which can graze on 
the microbes begin to populate the area.  Next, larger organisms that feed upon 
zooplankton arrive and settle, and the pattern continues until the rigs themselves, their 
sediments, and their waters are teeming with life from the microscopic level to large 
commercial fish (2).  Microbes are the primary producers in the food chain of these 
artificial reefs.  Thus, there is a great need in analyzing the possible harm a shift in the 
microbial community structure around an oil-drilling platform can do to the habitat.  In 
addition, if proof were to be found that a specific source (i.e. drilling muds) were causing 
microbial community structure shifts, larger forms of life such as commercial fish might 
be at risk; this could lead to human risk. 
The northern Gulf of Mexico is also home to large, naturally occurring, reefs 
which are in close proximity to oil drilling platforms: the largest is the Flower Garden 
Banks Reef.  It is in such close proximity to oil drilling fields, it lends its name to many 
oilrigs, two of which are studied in this thesis:  Garden Banks 516 (GB516) and Garden 
Banks 602 (GB602).  The reefs in the Gulf of Mexico are so important for research and 
conservation, Federal Law protects them (9).  The most abundant forms of life in and 
around reefs are microbes.  Thus, any shift in this microbial community structure could 
lead to alterations of these reefs. 
Also, the recently discovered biological communities, the chemosynthetic cold 
seep communities that live off of naturally occurring methane seeps, were discovered 
only in the past few years.  Like all other natural habitats, these cold seep communities 
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depend on an abundance of microbial life to survive.  It is the microbes that have the 
ability to transform methane into molecules that larger organisms can use, and a possible 
shift in this environment’s microbial community structure could have grave implication 
for that environment. 
All of the specific habitats mentioned occupy a relatively small space that is 
called the Gulf of Mexico.  If and how they interact with each other is not understood 
well.  These habitats must share this space with hundreds of oil drilling platforms that 
produce all-together millions of tons of drilling muds.  Thus, the possible effects that 
these muds play on the structure and function of microbes is of great significance.   
Applicability of PCR and Restriction Enzymes 
 To observe changes in bacterial communities that cannot be easily cultured, it is 
necessary to examine the community’s DNA.   A very useful tell tale piece of DNA in 
this matter is the 16s ribosomal RNA gene (rDNA).  It is universal in prokaryotes and 
differentiates across phylogenetic boundaries in a somewhat orderly manner.  This gene 
has regions that are highly conserved at the family, genus, and species level and can be 
used to discern one prokaryote from another (27).    
To separate these trace amounts of 16s rDNA from the rest of a microbial 
community’s DNA, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is used to amplify trace amounts of 
specific DNA into workable quantities.  Once a workable quantity of 16s rDNA has been 
produced, it can be cut with specific restriction enzymes and run through simple gel 
electrophoresis so that the fragments of digested DNA can be visualized.  Any significant 
variation between one sample and another in the final 16s rDNA fragment patterns will 
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suggest a difference in the samples’ microbial community structure.  This procedure has 
been successfully demonstrated before (11) (21). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 
Sample Collection 
 Box core samples were taken around the area designated for the drilling platform 
Viosca Knoll 916 (VK916) and the previously drilled and abandoned Garden Banks 516 
(GB516).  The area around each of these well sites was divided into two areas, near field 
(NF) and far field (FF).  Near field samples were collected approximately 2,000 yards 
from the oil drilling platforms.  Far field samples were collected approximately 10 miles 
from the oil drilling platforms.  Roughly 500g of sediment were taken from the top two 
centimeters of each box core, placed into a whirl pack, and frozen until DNA extraction 
could take place. 
 After drilling had taken place, box core samples were taken again around the 
platform VK916, and the restarted GB516 platform.  Also, box core samples were taken 
for the first time around the MC292 platform, and the GB602 platform.  The area around 
each of the platforms was divided the same as when the pre-drilled and pre-redrilled 
samples were gathered:  near field and far field.  Approximately 500g of sediment were 
taken from the top few centimeters of each box core, placed into a whirl pack, and frozen 
until DNA extraction could take place. 
Protocol for Extracting DNA from Sediment Samples 
 This protocol was an extraction that involved polyvinylpyrrolidone to rid the raw 
sample of large organic substances such as humic acid residues.  Sodium dodecyl sulfate, 
lysozyme, and a freeze/thaw cycle lysed the cells, and proteinase K was used to denature 
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any surrounding proteins.  The DNA was salted out using a NaCl solution.  Any 
remaining proteins were eliminated with a phenol/chloroform preparation.  Lastly, the 
remaining DNA was isolated further with an ethanol precipitation.  For complete details, 
refer to Appendix A. 
Purity and Quantity Determination of DNA 
 DNA solutions resulting from the extraction protocol were quantified and tested 
for purity using a Shimadzu UV-1201 Spectrophotometer.  An absorbance of 1.0 signifies 
a solution that contains 50µL of DNA per 1mL.  For complete details, refer to Appendix 
A and Appendix B. 
PCR Reaction Parameters 
 Every PCR was run on a GeneAmp® PCR System 9700 from Applied 
Biosystems.  The denaturing step lasted for 1 minute at 94°C, the annealing step lasted 
for 1.5 minutes at 54°C, and the extension step lasted for 2 minutes at 72°C.  This cycle 
was repeated 40 times.  Most of the PCR reactions used one set of primers (1500R + 
27F).  This primer set allows for the amplification of almost the entire 16s rDNA.  
Occasionally, two PCR reactions were performed on each sample.  One of the reactions 
used the primer set 1500R + 27F.  The amplified DNA from these primers was most 
important because it would be used in the enzyme digest and final analysis.  The other 
reaction used the primer set UB16s C-3 + UB16s DR-9 from Wilson et al.  This primer 
set has an exceptionally high affinity for a conserved, small section of the 16s rDNA (162 
bases).  These primers were used to increase the sensitivity of a PCR, i.e., they would 
amplify a smaller piece of DNA more readily even if the DNA were in an environment 
not favorable for a successful PCR.   
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DNA Purification Via Sepharose 4B 
Sepharose 4B columns were made in accordance with Jackson et al (14).  For 
complete details, refer to Appendix A. 
DNA Purification Via Chelex®100 
The procedure from Walsh et al. (25) was followed.  For complete details, refer to 
 
Appendix A. 
 
Protocol for Fluorescent Microscopy 
 
Acridine orange was used to stain a suspension of cells from each sediment 
sample examined.  Oil immersion was used with a Zeiss Axioskop fluorescent 
microscope.  For complete details, refer to Appendix A. 
Protocol for Fluorescent Quantification of DNA 
A procedure similar to that found in Van Lancker et al. (24) was used.  The type 
of fluorometer used was a Shimadzu RF 5000U Spectrofluorophotometer.  For complete 
details, refer to Appendix A and Appendix B. 
Protocol for Determining the Presence of Humic Substances 
 This procedure simply reads the UV-vis spectrum absorbance of a DNA sample at 
its initial pH (≈ 8) and then at a lower pH (≈ 3).  For complete details, refer to Appendix 
A. 
Lumitox Protocol for Determining Toxicity 
 Dr. Arthur Stiffey developed the method used.  It tests the leachate from a 
sediment sample by examining its effect on a dinoflagellate’s (Pyrocystis lunula) 
bioluminescence.  For complete details, refer to Appendix A. 
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EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
 
 
Chapter 1 
Preface 
Extracting DNA from sediment samples from pre-drilled and pre-redrilled sites 
was the most logical place to start this investigation.  After refining a technique for 
extracting DNA from these samples, the same technique would be used on the post-
drilled samples.  Thus, the main purpose of these experiments in this chapter was to 
obtain DNA pure enough to be amplified by PCR.   
Attention was first focused on the pre-drilled samples gathered around the Garden 
Banks 516 and Viosca Knoll platforms.  Garden Banks 516, at the time the pre-drilled 
samples were taken, had previously been drilled and then abandoned.  Viosca Knoll, at 
the time the pre-drilled samples were taken, had not yet been drilled at all; it was a virgin 
site. Narrowing the choice of samples further, only near field (NF) samples were 
examined initially, because it was predicted that these zones would provide the most 
information on the drilling muds’ ability to affect the microbial community structure. 
Experiment #1 
This experiment was an extraction of DNA from two samples that were randomly 
chosen from the Pre: GB516 NF batch.  The two samples chosen were Pre: GB516 NF 
B02 & Pre: GB516 NF B12.  Both samples were run through ‘Protocol for Extracting 
DNA from Sediment Samples’ (Materials and Methods).   It should be noted that the 
DNA precipitated in the ethanol precipitation was gray/brown in color.  Next, the purity 
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and quantity of the extracted DNA were determined (‘Purity and Quantity Determination 
of DNA’:  Materials and Methods).  
The absorbance readings for both samples were as follows: 
Table – 1: Quantitation and purity of DNA from Pre: GB516 NF B02 and Pre:  
GB516 NF B12.   
 Dilution 
Factor 
λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280n
m 
Pre: GB516 NF B02 1:8 0.320 (16µg/mL DNA) 0.280 1.14 
Pre: GB516 NF B12 1:6 0.774 (39µg/mL DNA) 0.623 1.24 
*All DNA concentrations (µg/mL DNA) were found using the graph titled “DNA 
Concentration Via ODUs” (Appendix B). 
 
After spectrophotometry, both samples were subjected to a dilution scheme: 
-      Original 
- 1:1 dilution 
- 1:3 dilution 
- 1:5 dilution 
- 1:10 dilution 
- 1:15 dilution 
- 1:20 dilution 
 
These dilutions would help find the optimal DNA concentration for a successful PCR.  
PCR was performed with both sets of samples [Pre: GB516 NF B02 (Original – 1:20) & 
Pre: GB516 NF B12 (Original – 1:20)].  All PCR mixtures contained: 
- 5µL of buffer containing 15mmol. MgCl 
- 1µL of dNTPs 
- 1µL of respective primers* 
- 1µL of template 
- 0.4µL of TaqGold polymerase 
- Each reaction was filled with dH2O to 50µL 
 
*Only the 1500R + 27F primer set was used here. 
 
The PCR products were gelled using the ‘Recipe for Electrophoresis Gels’ (Materials and 
Methods).   
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 Results 
Pre: GB516 NF B02 produced visible DNA bands in the 1:5, 1:10, 1:15, and 1:20 
dilutions.  The 1:15 and 1:20 samples and their controls are shown in Figures 5 and 6.  
‘Pre: GB516 NF B12 produced visible DNA bands in the 1:15 and 1:20 dilutions.  Those 
samples and their controls are presented Figures 1 and 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 = Ladder 
2 = Pre: GB516 NF B02 – 1:15 
3 = Pre: GB516 NF B02 – 1:20 
 
4 = Pre: GB516 NF B12 – 1:15 
5 = Pre: GB516 NF B12 – 1:20 
       1     2     3     4     5    
Figure - 1: PCR results from Pre: GB516 NF B02 and Pre: GB516 NF B12 that  
used the 1500R + 27F primer set.   
 
 
 
 1     2    3    4     5 1 = Ladder 
2 = N.C. for  
      Pre: GB516 NF B02 
3 = N.C. for 
      Pre: GB516 NF B12 
4 = P.C. for 
      Pre: GB516 NF B02 
5 = P.C. for  
      Pre: GB516 NF B12 
                                                      
 
Figure - 2: PCR results from Pre: GB516 NF B02 and Pre: GB516 NF B12 that  
used the 1500R + 27F primer set.  
 
There was definitely amplification of the Pre: GB516 NF B02 and Pre: GB 516 NF B12 
samples without any contamination from unwanted DNA.  Even though the GB516 site had 
been previously drilled, it did not seem to affect the process of retrieving DNA that could be 
amplified. 
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 Experiment #2 
In this experiment, the procedure was similar to that in Experiment #1, but this time 
two samples were randomly chosen from the Pre: VK916 batch.  The two samples chosen 
were Pre: VK916 NF B06 and Pre: VK916 NF B08.  Both samples were run through 
‘Protocol for Extracting DNA from Sediment Samples’ (Materials and Methods).   It should 
be noted that the DNA precipitated by EtOH was dark brown in color.  Next, the purity and 
quantity of the extracted DNA were determined (‘Purity and Quantity Determination of 
DNA’:  Materials and Methods). 
The absorbance readings for both samples were as follows: 
Table – 2:  Quantitation and purity of DNA from Pre: VK916 NF B06 and Pre:  
VK916 NF B08.   
 Dilution 
Factor 
λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280n
m 
Pre: VK916 NF B06 1:10 0.565 (28µg/mL DNA) 0.454 1.25 
Pre: VK916 NF B08 1:7 0.800 (40µg/mL DNA) 0.657 1.22 
 
After spectrophotometry, both samples were subjected to the following dilution scheme: 
- 1:10 dilution 
- 1:15 dilution 
- 1:20 dilution 
 
This approach was a refinement of the one found in Experiment #1 in that it only used the 
upper-end dilutions.  Since they were the most successful in Experiment #1, it was decided 
they would, most likely, provide DNA that would be capable of amplification.  A PCR was 
performed with both sets of samples [Pre: VK916 NF B06 (1:10 – 1:20) & Pre: VK916 NF 
B08 (1:10 – 1:20)].  All PCR mixtures contained: 
- 5µL of buffer containing 15mmol. MgCl 
- 1µL of dNTPs 
- 1µL of respective primers* 
- 1µL of template 
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- 0.4µL of TaqGold polymerase 
- Each reaction was filled with dH2O to 50µL 
 
*All samples were run in duplicate.  Half used the primer set 1500R + 27F.  The other 
half used the primer set UB16s C-3 + UB16s DR-9. 
 
Two sets of primers were used to increase the sensitivity of the PCR, since the results from 
the 1500R + 27F primer set was difficult to see.  The PCR products were gelled using the 
‘Recipe for Electrophoresis Gels’ (Materials and Methods).   
 Results 
  
   1      2     3      4     5     6      
 
Figure - 3: PCR results from Pre: VK916 NF B06 that used the 1500R + 27F  
1 = Ladder 
2 = 1:10 
3 = 1:15 
4 = 1:20 
5 = P.C. 
6 = N.C. 
primer set. 
  
 
 
Figure - 4: PCR results from Pre: VK916 NF B06 that used the UB16s C-3 + UB16s DR-9 
primer set.   
1 = Ladder 
2 = 1:10 
3 = 1:15 
4 = 1:20 
5 = P.C. 
6 = N.C. 
  1      2      3     4     5     6 
 
Figures 3 and especially 4 show good amplification of the Pre: VK916 NF B06 sample. 
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1 = Ladder 
2 = P.C. 
3 = 1:10 
4 = 1:15 
5 = 1:20 
6 = N.C. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6
Figure - 5:  PCR results from Pre: VK916 NF B08 that used the 1500R + 27F  
primer set.   
  
 
 
Figure 6:  PCR results from Pre: VK916 NF B08 that used the UB16s C-3 +  
1 = Ladder 
2 = 1:10 
3 = 1:15 
4 = 1:20 
5 = P.C. 
6 = N.C. 
 1     2      3    4      5     6 
UB16s DR-9 primer set.   
 
Just as with the Pre: VK916 NF B06 sample, the Pre: VK916 NF B08 sample showed good 
amplification (Figures 5 and 6). 
 The experiments in Chapter 1 have given proof that the extraction techniques used 
provided DNA pure enough to be amplified from pre-drilled and pre-redrilled samples.  The 
UB16s C-3 and UB16s DR-9 primer set worked well, while the 1500R and 27F primer set 
was less effective.  However, at the 1:10, 1:15, and 1:20 dilutions, the DNA seemed to be 
pure enough to be amplified using both sets of primers. 
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Chapter 2 
 Preface 
 This chapter will deal with the same sites that were dealt with in Chapter 1, and, in 
addition, two samples from the MC292 NF batch and the GB602 NF batch were randomly 
selected to undergo DNA extraction.  The samples examined here were from the post-drilled 
version of each site.   
 Experiment #3 
 This experiment followed the exact same protocol as used in Experiment #2.  The two 
samples that were tested were Post: GB516 NF B02 and Post: GB516 NF B12.  It should be 
noted that after the ethanol precipitation, the resulting precipitate was black: noticeably 
different in color from the Pre: GB516 NF samples in Experiment #1. 
 The absorbance readings for both samples were as follows: 
Table – 3: Quantitation and purity of DNA from Post: GB516 NF B02 and Post:  
GB516 NF B12. 
 Dilution 
Factor 
λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280n
m 
Post: GB516 NF B02 1:6 0.368 (18µg/mL DNA) 0.305 1.21 
Post: GB516 NF B12 1:9 0.856 (43µg/mL DNA) 0.725 1.18 
  
 Results 
 
 There was no visible PCR amplification for any of the samples with either set of 
primers in this experiment (photographs not shown): 
- Post: GB516 NF B02 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
- Post: GB516 NF B02 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set UB16s C-3 + 
UB16s DR-9. 
- Post: GB516 NF B12 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
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- Post: GB516 NF B12 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set UB16s C-3 + 
UB16s DR-9. 
 After seeing a very visible positive control, it was concluded that the PCR, itself, was 
legitimate.  There could have been three reasons for this failure: 1) A lack of DNA in the 
samples, 2) the samples exposed to drilling muds were carrying some contaminant(s) through 
the extraction process and interfering with the PCR, or 3) There might have been a 
malfunction in the extraction procedure, even though spectrophotometry suggested that DNA 
was present.   
 The exact same procedure had already been successful with two other batches of 
samples. Also, the fact that multiple repeats were performed of this specific experiment, and 
the same results as mentioned above were obtained, negated the idea of a malfunction in the 
extraction procedure.  A lack of DNA was ruled out because of the spectrophotometry 
results.  Thus, the only reasonable answer left was contamination by a PCR-inhibiting 
substance(s).  There seemed to be something in the samples exposed to drilling muds that 
was carried through the extraction process and inhibited the PCR. 
Experiment #4 
 This experiment followed the exact same protocol as Experiment #2.  It dealt with the 
same sample sites that were examined in Experiment #2 (VK916 NF B06 and VK916 NF 
B08); however, the samples in this experiment came from the post-drilled site.   
 The absorbance readings for both samples were as follows: 
Table – 4: Quantitation and purity of DNA from Post: VK916 NF B06 and Post: 
VK916 NF B08.   
 Dilution 
Factor 
λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280n
m 
Post: VK916 NF B06 1:7 0.878 (44µg/mL DNA) 0.700 1.25 
Post: VK916 NF B08 1:7 0.791 (40µg/mL DNA) 0.634 1.25 
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 Results 
 There was no visible PCR amplification for any of the samples with either primer set 
in this experiment (photographs not shown): 
- Post: VK916 NF B06 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
- Post: VK916 NF B06 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set UB16s C-3 + 
UB16s DR-9. 
- Cruise II: VK916 NF B08 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
- Cruise II: VK916 NF B08 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set UB16s C-3 + 
UB16s DR-9. 
 The PCR results from these samples also yielded no positive results accept for the 
positive control (photographs not shown).  Again, as in Experiment #3, there seemed to be 
DNA present, but for some reason, it could not be amplified.  Looking at the 
spectrophotometer data, mainly the λ260/λ280 ratios, it was obvious that the DNA was not 
completely pure.  The dark color of the precipitate during the ethanol precipitation provided 
visual evidence of this, as well.  The most likely cause of these negative results probably 
rested within the impurity.  It should be noted that multiple repeats were done of this specific 
experiment, and the same results were obtained every time. 
 Experiment #5   
 This experiment focused on the Mississippi Canyon field.  This site was sampled only 
after it had been drilled.  Two samples were randomly picked from the MC292 NF batch. 
The two selected were Post: MC292 NF B07 and Post: MC292 NF B12. They were run 
through the exact same procedure as in Experiment #2.  The precipitate from the ethanol 
precipitation was black, as in Experiments #3 and #4. 
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 The absorbance readings for both samples were as follows: 
 
Table – 5: Quantitation and purity of DNA from Post: MC292 NF B07 and Post: 
MC292 NF B12.   
 Dilution 
Factor 
λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280n
m 
Post: MC292 NF B07 1:6 0.333 (17µg/mL DNA) 0.271 1.23 
Post: MC292 NF B12 1:9 0.832 (42µg/mL DNA) 0.682 1.22 
  
 Results 
  
 There was no visible PCR amplification for any of the samples with either primer set 
in this experiment (photographs not shown): 
- Post: MC292 NF B07 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
- Post: MC292 NF B07 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set UB16s C-3 + 
UB16s DR-9. 
- Post: MC292 NF B12 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
- Post: MC292 NF B12 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set UB16s C-3 + 
UB16s DR-9. 
 It should be mentioned that multiple repeats were done of this specific experiment, 
and the same results as mentioned above were obtained each time.  These results closely 
parallel those from Experiments #3 and #4.  Again, as in Experiments #3 and #4, it appeared 
that some sort of contamination was passing through the extraction protocol and interfered 
with the PCR. 
 Experiment #6 
 This experiment focused on the Garden Banks 602 (GB602) field.  This site was 
sampled only after it had been drilled.  Two samples were randomly picked from the GB602 
NF batch. The two selected were Post: GB602 NF B09 and Post: GB602 NF B10. They were 
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run through the exact same procedure as in Experiment #2.  The precipitate from the ethanol 
precipitation was black, as in Experiments #3, #4, and #5. 
 The absorbance readings for both samples were as follows: 
Table – 6: Quantitation and purity of DNA from Post: GB602 NF B09 and Post: 
GB602 NF B10.   
 Dilution 
Factor 
λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280n
m 
Post: GB602 NF B09 1:10 0.956 (48µg/mL DNA) 0.870 1.10 
Post: GB602 NF B10 1:6 0.468 (23µg/mL DNA) 0.437 1.07 
 
It should be noted that the λ260nm/λ280nm ratio for these samples seemed lower than  
 
the ratios for any of the other samples tested thus far. 
 
 Results  
 There was no visible PCR amplification for any of the samples with either primer set 
in this experiment (photographs not shown): 
- Post: GB602 NF B09 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
- Post: GB602 NF B09 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set UB16s C-3 + 
UB16s DR-9. 
- Post: GB602 NF B10 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
- Post: GB602 NF B10 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set UB16s C-3 + 
UB16s DR-9. 
 It should be mentioned that multiple repeats were done of this specific experiment, 
and the same results as mentioned above were obtained.  These results closely paralleled 
those from Experiments #3, #4, and #5.  Again, as in Experiments #3, #4, and #5, it appears 
that some sort of contamination was passing through the extraction protocol and interfered 
with the PCR. 
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 Experiment #7 
 To validate Experiments #3, #4, and #5, two different Post: GB516 NF, two different 
Post: VK916 NF, two different Post: MC292 NF, and two different Post: GB602 NF samples 
were chosen at random from those that remained from each batch.  These samples were run 
through the exact same procedure as in Experiments #3, #4, #5, and #6.  The two Post: 
GB516 NF samples that were chosen were Post: GB516 NF B03 and Post: GB516 NF B10; 
the Post: VK916 NF samples that were chosen were Post: VK916 NF B04 and Post: VK916 
NF B10; the two Post: MC292 NF samples that were chosen were Post: MC292 NF B01 and 
Post: MC292 NF B04; the two Post: GB602 NF samples that were chosen were Post: GB602 
NF B03 and Post: GB602 NF B04.  The precipitates from the ethanol precipitation for all 
samples were black, exactly as in Experiments #3, #4, #5, and #6. 
 The UV-vis spectroscopy data was as follows: 
Table – 7: Quantitation and purity of DNA from Post: GB516 NF B03, Post:  
GB516 NF B10, Post: VK916 NF B04, Post: VK916 NF B10, Post: MC292 NF B01, ‘Post: 
MC292 NF B04, Post: GB602 NF B03, Post: GB602 NF B04.   
 Dilution 
Factor 
λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280n
m 
Post: GB516 NF B03 1:10 0.436 (22µg/mL DNA) 0.358 1.22 
Post: GB516 NF B10 1:8 0.786 (40µg/mL DNA) 0.630 1.22 
Post: VK916 NF B04 1:5 0.552 (28µg/mL DNA) 0.491 1.12 
Post: VK916 NF B10 1:6 0.599 (30µg/mL DNA) 0.506 1.18 
Post: MC292 NF B01 1:7 0.613 (31µg/mL DNA) 0.485 1.26 
Post: MC292 NF B04 1:7 0.568 (28µg/mL DNA) 0.472 1.20 
Post: GB602 NF B03 1:10 0.437 (22µg/mL DNA) 0.412 1.06 
Post: GB602 NF B04 1:6 0.731 (37µg/mL DNA) 0.677 1.08 
 
Again, the λ260nm/λ280nm ratios for the GB 602 NF samples were lower than those  
 
for samples taken at other sites. 
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 Results  
 The PCR results from these samples also yielded no positive results accept for the 
positive controls (photographs not shown).  Again, as in Experiments #3, #4, #5, and #6, 
there seemed to be DNA present, but for some reason, it could not be amplified.  Again, the 
strongest reason for these negative results would be an impurity that was surviving the DNA 
extraction, an impurity that did not affect amplification of the pre-drilled and pre-redrilled 
sediment samples.  It should be noted that multiple repeats were not done of this specific 
experiment because of time and cost restraints. 
Chapter 3 
 Preface 
 To this point, only the near field (NF) sites from each of the four wells had been 
examined.  The focus, now, will be shifted to the far field (FF) sites.  The reader will recall 
that the near field samples were gathered approximately 2,000 yards from each oil-drilling 
platform, and the far field samples were gathered approximately 10 miles away from each 
oil-drilling platform.  These far field samples underwent the same procedures as the near 
field samples did in Chapters 1 and 2.  Again, attention was first focused on pre-dilled 
samples gathered from around the Garden Banks 516 and Viosca Knoll platforms. 
 Experiment #8 
This experiment was an extraction of DNA from two samples that were randomly 
chosen from the Pre: GB516 FF batch.  The two samples chosen were Pre: GB516 FF6 B02 
& Pre: GB516 FF5 B01.  Both samples were run through ‘Protocol for Extracting DNA from 
Sediment Samples’ (Materials and Methods).   It should be noted that the DNA precipitated 
in the ethanol precipitation was gray/brown in color, very similar to the GB516 NF samples 
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in Chapter 1.  Next, the purity and quantity of the extracted DNA were determined (‘Purity 
and Quantity Determination of DNA’:  Materials and Methods).  
The absorbance readings for both samples were as follows: 
Table – 8: Quantitation and purity of DNA from Pre: GB516 FF6 B02 and Pre:  
GB516 FF5 B01.   
 Dilution 
Factor 
λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280n
m 
Pre: GB516 FF6 B02 1:9 0.298 (15µg/mL DNA) 0.259 1.15 
Pre: GB516 FF5 B01 1:7 0.778 (39µg/mL DNA) 0.671 1.16 
 
After spectrophotometry, both samples were subjected to a dilution scheme: 
 
-      Original 
- 1:1 dilution 
- 1:3 dilution 
- 1:5 dilution 
- 1:10 dilution 
- 1:15 dilution 
- 1:20 dilution 
 
This dilution would help find the optimal DNA concentration for a successful PCR.  A PCR 
was performed with both sets of samples [Pre: GB516 NF B02 (Original – 1:20) & Pre: 
GB516 NF B12 (Original – 1:20)].  All PCR mixtures contained: 
- 5µL of buffer containing 15mmol. MgCl 
- 1µL of dNTPs 
- 1µL of respective primers* 
- 1µL of template 
- 0.4µL of TaqGold polymerase 
- Each reaction was filled with dH2O to 50µL 
 
*Only the 1500R + 27F primer set was used here. 
The PCR products were gelled using the ‘Recipe for Electrophoresis Gels’ (Materials and 
Methods).   
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 Results  
 
 
 
1      2     3      4      5     6     7      8      9    10 
Figure - 7:  PCR results from Pre: GB516 FF6 B02 that used the 1500R + 27F primer set. 
1 =   Ladder 
2 =   Original 
3 =   1:1 
4 =   1:3 
5 =   1:5 
6 =   1:10 
7 =   1:15 
8 =   1:20 
9 =   Positive Control 
10 = Negative Control 
  
 
 
 
Figure - 8:  PCR results from Pre: GB516 FF5 B01 that used the 1500R + 27F primer set.   
1 =   Ladder 
2 =   Original 
3 =   1:1 
4 =   1:3 
5 =   1:5 
6 =   1:10 
7 =   1:15 
8 =   1:20 
9 =   Positive Control 
10 = Negative Control 
 1     2     3     4      5       6     7      8      9    10
 
Figures 7 and 8 definitely indicate amplification of the Pre: GB516 FF6 B02 and Pre: GB 
516 FF5 B01 samples without any contamination from unwanted DNA.  Wells 4-8 (dilutions 
1:3 – 1:20) showed good amplification with the 1500R + 27F primer set.  These results were 
not surprising considering that the near field DNA samples from the same site were 
successfully amplified. 
 Experiment #9 
 This experiment was very similar to Experiment #8.  The two samples that were dealt 
with were from the Viosca Knoll site.  Pre: VK916 FF4 B01 and Pre: VK916 FF1 B02 were 
the two that were randomly chosen.  It should be noted that the DNA precipitated in the 
ethanol precipitation was gray/brown in color, very similar to the VK916 NF samples in 
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Chapter 1.  Next, the purity and quantity of the extracted DNA were determined (‘Purity and 
Quantity Determination of DNA’:  Materials and Methods).  
The absorbance readings for both samples were as follows: 
Table – 9: Quantitation and purity of DNA from Pre: VK916 FF4 B01 and Pre: 
VK916 FF1 B02.   
 Dilution 
Factor 
λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280n
m 
Pre: VK916 FF4 B01 1:8 0.669 (33µg/mL DNA) 0.558 1.20 
Pre: VK916 FF1 B02 1:7 0.384 (19µg/mL DNA) 0.320 1.20 
 
After spectrophotometry, both samples were subject to a dilution scheme: 
- 1:10 dilution 
- 1:15 dilution 
- 1:20 dilution 
 
This dilution scheme was a refinement of the one found in Experiment #8 in that it only used 
the upper-end dilutions.  Since those dilutions were the most successful in Experiment #8, it 
was decided they would, most likely, provide DNA that would be capable of amplification.  
A PCR was then performed using the 1500R + 27F primer set only. 
 Results 
  
 
 
Figure 9:  PCR results from Pre: VK916 FF4 B01 that used the 1500R + 27F primer set.    
1 = Ladder 
2 = 1:10 
3 = 1:15 
4 = 1:20 
5 = P.C. 
6 = N.C. 
1     2     3     4     5     6 
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Figure 10:  PCR results from Pre: VK916 FF1 B02 that used the 1500R + 27F primer set.   
1 = Ladder 
2 = 1:10 
3 = 1:15 
4 = 1:20 
5 = P.C. 
6 = N.C. 
1    2     3    4    5     6 
 
Figures 9 and 10 definitely indicate amplification of the Pre: VK916 FF4 B01 and 
Pre: VK916 FF1 B02 samples without any contamination from unwanted DNA.  Wells 2-4 
(dilutions 1:10 – 1:20) showed good amplification with the 1500R + 27F primer set.  These 
results were not surprising considering that the near field DNA samples from the same site 
were successfully amplified. 
Chapter 4 
Preface 
This chapter will deal with the same sites that were dealt with in Chapter 3, and, in 
addition, two samples from the MC292 FF batch and the GB602 FF batch were randomly 
selected to undergo DNA extraction.  The samples examined here will be from post-drilling.   
Experiment #10 
 This experiment followed the exact same protocol as Experiment #8.  The two 
samples that were tested were Post: GB516 FF6 B02 and Post: GB516 FF5 B01.  It should be 
noted that after the ethanol precipitation, the resulting precipitate was black: noticeably 
different in color from the Pre: GB516 FF and the Pre: GB516 NF samples in Experiments 
#8 and #1, respectively. 
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The absorbance readings for both samples were as follows: 
Table – 10: Quantitation and purity of DNA from Post: GB516 FF6 B02 and Post: 
GB516 FF5 B01.   
 Dilution 
Factor 
λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280n
m 
Post: GB516 FF6 B02 1:7 0.438 (22µg/mL DNA) 0.391 1.12 
Post: GB516 FF5 B01 1:10 0.793 (40µg/mL DNA) 0.702 1.13 
 
 Results 
 
 There was no visible PCR amplification for any of the samples in this experiment 
(photographs not shown): 
- Post: GB516 FF6 B02 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
- Post: GB516 FF5 B01 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
 After seeing a very visible positive control, it was concluded that the PCR, itself, was 
successful.   
 Experiment #11 
 This experiment was basically a repeat of Experiment #9, except the samples 
examined in this cruise came from post-drilled sites around the Viosca Knoll platform:  Post: 
VK916 FF4 B01 and Post: VK916 FF1 B02.  The precipitate from the ethanol precipitation 
was black, noticeably different in color from the Pre: VK916 FF and the Pre: VK916 NF 
samples in Experiments #9 and #2, respectively. 
The absorbance readings for both samples were as follows: 
Table – 11: Quantitation and purity of DNA from Post: VK916 FF4 B01 and Post: 
VK916 FF1 B02.   
 Dilution 
Factor 
λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280n
m 
Post: VK916 FF4 B01 1:6 0.149  (8µg/mL DNA) 0.127 1.17 
Post: VK916 FF1 B02 1:8 0.425 (21µg/mL DNA) 0.350 1.21 
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Results 
 There was no visible PCR amplification for any of the samples in this experiment 
(photographs not shown): 
- Post: VK916 FF4 B01 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
- Post: VK916 FF1 B02 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
 After seeing a very visible positive control, it was concluded that the PCR, itself, was 
successful.   
Experiment #12 
 Two samples from the Post: MC292 FF batch and two samples from the Post: GB602 
FF batch were examined in this experiment.  The procedure used in this experiment was the 
same that was used in Experiments #5 and #6, which dealt with samples from the Post: 
MC292 NF batch and the Post: GB602 NF batch.  The samples involved in this experiment 
were Post: MC292 FF6 B02, Post: MC292 FF2 B01, Post: GB602 FF5 B02, and Post: 
GB602 FF1 B02. 
The absorbance readings for both samples were as follows: 
Table – 12: Quantitation and purity of DNA from Post: MC292 FF6 B02, Post: 
MC292 FF2 B01, Post: GB602 FF5 B02, and Post: GB602 FF1B02.   
 Dilution 
Factor 
λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280n
m 
Post: MC292 FF6 B02 1:9 0.443 (22µg/mL DNA) 0.369 1.20 
Post: MC292 FF2 B01 1:8 0.839 (42µg/mL DNA) 0.688 1.22 
Post: GB602 FF5 B02 1:6 0.621 (31µg/mL DNA) 0.535 1.16 
Post: GB602 FF1 B02 1:9 0.343 (17µg/mL DNA) 0.299 1.15 
 
 Results 
 
 There was no visible PCR amplification for any of the samples in this experiment 
(photographs not shown): 
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- Post: MC292 FF6 B02 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
- Post: MC292 FF2 B01 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
- Post: GB602 FF5 B02 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
- Post: GB602 FF1 B02 (Original – 1:20 dilution) with primer set 1500R + 27F. 
 After seeing a visible positive control for both sets of samples, it was concluded that 
the PCR, itself, was successful.   
 The failure of PCR for all the experiments in this chapter followed the pattern 
displayed in Chapter 2.  Again, the spectrophotometry data suggested that there were 
adequate amounts of DNA in each sample extracted.  The experiments in this chapter were 
not repeated due to a lack of time and resources.  However, multiple samples from each site 
were used in three different experiments, and the same results occurred in each experiment 
and these results corresponded precisely with those from the near field samples (Chapter 2). 
The only reasonable explanation for these experiments’ failure was contamination by a PCR-
inhibiting substance(s), the same conclusion reached for the experiments in Chapter 2.  As in 
Chapter 2, there seemed to be something in the samples exposed to drilling muds that was 
carried through the extraction process and that inhibits PCR. 
 It should be noted that an experiment similar to Experiment #7 was not conducted for 
the far field samples.  The reader will recall that in Experiment #7, two additional samples 
from each site were chosen for another extraction and attempt at DNA amplification via 
PCR.  This was to build confidence that the failure of amplification was not simply an 
anomaly.  A similar experiment with the near field samples was deemed unnecessary, too 
time consuming, and too expensive.  It does not seem that the lack of amplification in any of 
the samples tested thus far was an anomaly.   
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Chapter 5 
 Preface   
The following is a list of all samples whose DNA could be amplified up to this point: 
 
 
• Pre: GB516 NF B02 
• Pre: GB516 NF B12 
• Pre: GB516 FF6 B02 
• Pre: GB516 FF5 B01 
 
• Pre: VK916 NF B06 
• Pre: VK916 NF B08 
• Pre: VK916 FF4 B01 
• Pre: VK 916 FF1 B02 
 
 
The following is a list of all samples whose DNA could not be amplified up to this point: 
 
 
• Post: GB516 NF B02 
• Post: GB516 NF B12 
• Post: GB516 NF B03 
• Post: GB516 NF B10 
• Post: GB516 FF6 B02 
• Post: GB516 FF5 B01 
 
• Post: VK916 NF B06                      
• Post: VK916 NF B08 
• Post: VK916 NF B04 
• Post: VK916 NF B10 
• Post: VK916 FF4 B01 
• Post: VK916 FF1 B02 
 
• Post: MC292 NF B07 
• Post: MC292 NF B12 
• Post: MC292 NF B01 
• Post: MC292 NF B04 
• Post: MC292 FF6 B02 
• Post: MC292 FF2 B01 
 
• Post: GB602 NF B09 
• Post: GB602 NF B10 
• Post: GB602 NF B03 
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• Post: GB602 NF B04 
• Post: GB602 FF5 B02 
• Post: GB602 FF1 B02 
 
Thus far, any sediment sample that had been recently exposed to drilling muds could not 
produce PCR-grade DNA.  Many modifications of the PCR setup were tried, such as altering 
buffer and MgCl2 concentrations, altering the primer set concentration, and manipulating the 
annealing and extension times during the PCR (not shown here).  None of these 
modifications yielded positive results.  In addition, two different clean-up kits were utilized.  
They were the UltraClean™ PCR Clean-up Kit from MO BIO Laboratories, Inc. and the 
DNA Clean & Concentrator™-5 from Zymo Research.  These two kits were used to clean 
and concentrate DNA samples.  Following the instructions for each kit produced no 
successful PCR results. 
 This chapter attempts to discover the reason why samples contaminated with drilling 
muds yielded no DNA that could be amplified.  An emphasis was placed on gaining 
compositional and toxicological data from the sediment samples.  It was hopeful that an 
obvious anomaly might provide a reason why the DNA from the sediment would not amplify 
and how this problem could be rectified.  Two analytical tests were conducted and this 
chapter reveals the results of those tests. 
 Experiment #13: Trace Metal and Total Organic Carbon Concentration Probe 
 This experiment was a trace metal and total organic carbon concentration probe. Dr. 
John Trefry at Florida Atlantic University ran this analysis.  The results are shown in Tables 
13 – 18. 
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 Results 
 Metals were obviously, very present in these sediment samples.  Aluminum and iron 
were highest in concentration (measured in per-cent).  Only one metal concentration, 
however, increased from pre- to post-drilling; that was barium. 
 Experiment #14: Toxicity Assay 
 Bioluminescent dinoflagellates were used in this experiment, which tested the relative 
toxicity of specific sediment samples from each site.  Water extracts of the sediments were 
run through “Lumitox Protocol for Determining Toxicity” (Materials and Methods).  The 
samples that were chosen in this experiment were: 
- Pre: GB516 NF B06 
- Post: GB516 NF B06 
- Pre: GB516 NF B07 
- Post: GB516 NF B07 
- Pre: GB516 FF5 B01 
- Post: GB516 FF5 B01 
- Pre: GB516 FF1 B01 
- Post: GB516 FF1 B01 
 
- Pre: VK916 NF B04 
- Post: VK916 NF B04 
- Pre: VK916 NF B11 
- Post: VK916 NF B11 
- Pre: VK916 FF5 B02 
- Post: VK916 FF6 B02 
- Pre: VK916 FF4 B02 
- Post: VK916 FF4 B02 
 
- Post: MC292 NF B03 
- Post: MC292 NF B09 
- Post: MC292 FF5 B01 
- Post: MC292 FF4 B02 
 
- Post: GB516 NF B04 
- Post: GB516 NF B09 
- Post: GB516 FF4 B01 
 -     Post: GB516 FF1 B02  
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Figure – 11: Bioluminescent toxicity results for Pre: GB516 NF B06, Post: GB516 NF B06, 
Pre: GB516 NF B07, Post: GB516 NF B07, Pre: GB516 FF5 B01, Post: GB516 FF5 B01,’ 
Pre: GB516 FF1 B01, and Post: GB516 FF1 B01.   
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Figure – 12: Bioluminescent toxicity results for Pre: VK916 NF B04, Post: VK916 NF B04, 
Pre: VK916 NF B11, Post: VK916 NF B11, Pre: VK916 FF5 B02, Post: VK916 FF6 B02, 
Pre: VK916 FF4 B02, and Post: VK916 FF4 B02.   
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Figure – 13: Bioluminescent toxicity results for Post: MC292 NF B03, Post: MC292 NF 
B09, Post: MC292 FF5 B01, and Post: MC292 FF4 B02. 
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Figure – 14: Bioluminescent toxicity results for Post: GB516 NF B04, Post: GB516 NF B09, 
Post: GB516 FF4 B01, and Post: GB516 FF1 B02.   
 
Figures 15 – 18 show that the pre-drilled and pre-redrilled samples show very little, if 
any, relative toxicity.  As for post-drilled, the far field samples showed low to moderate 
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toxicity while the near field samples ranged from low to high toxicity.   The GB602 samples 
showed the highest level of toxicity, and the MC292 showed little to no toxicity.    
Chapter 6 
 Preface  
 After reviewing the results from Chapter 5 and several sources dealing with likely 
contaminants from sediment DNA extractions (16) (22), the possibility that humic substances 
might have been the reason for earlier PCR failures was examined.  The relatively large 
concentration of organic carbon found in the samples also suggested that humics could have 
been the problem. 
 Another possibility of contamination existed with trace metals.  Trace metals, 
especially iron, have the ability to irreversibly bind to DNA making the amplification of 
DNA by PCR impossible.  Also, trace metals can have negative effects on the polymerase 
during PCR.  The trace metal content study showed that there was an abundance of barium 
2+ in samples that had been exposed to drilling muds as opposed to pre-drilling and pre-
redrilling samples. 
 This chapter explains experiments that were designed to eliminate humics and trace 
metals from post-drilling DNA samples. 
 Experiment #15 
 An evaluation of the sediment from which the DNA extraction took place showed 
that two sources of inhibition might have existed.  One could have been humic substances: 
the sediments had high levels of organic content.  Also, analytical tests on these sediments 
revealed the extraordinary presence of metals, especially barium which increased 
dramatically from pre- to post-drilled.  This experiment attempts to decrease the amount of 
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humic substances that might have been left in the DNA samples after the extraction process.  
A simple column similar to the one found in Jackson et al. (16) was designed (Materials and 
Methods); it used Sepharose 4B, a gel-bead resin known to extract humic substances from a 
variety of samples.   
 Two samples from each platform (one NF and one FF) that could not be amplified by 
PCR (Chapters 2-4) were chosen for this experiment.  
- Post: GB516 NF B12 
- Post: GB516 FF6 B02 
 
- Post: VK916 NF B08 
- Post: VK916 FF1 B02 
 
- Post: MC292 NF B04 
- Post: MC292 FF6 B02 
 
- Post: GB602 NF B10 
- Post: GB602 FF5 B02 
The samples were run through the “Protocol for Extracting DNA from Sediment Samples”  
 
(Material and Methods) and the Sepharose 4B column protocol (Materials and Methods).        
  
Elutant increments from each DNA sample were labeled ‘0-100µL,’ ‘100-200µL,’  
 
‘200-300µL’ ‘300-400µL’ and ‘400-500µL.’  Next, the elutants were run through a UV-vis  
 
spectrophotometer to detect the amounts of DNA in each elutant and the purity of that DNA.   
 
The results were as follows:  
 
Table – 19: Quantitation and purity of DNA eluted from a Sepharose 4B column for 
Post: GB516 NF B12.   
Post: GB516 NF B12 Dilution Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
0-100µL      1:4 0.421 (21µg/mL DNA) 0.310 1.36 
100-200µL 1:1 0.286 (14µg/mL DNA) 0.226 1.27 
200-300µL N/A 0.135 (7µg/mL DNA) 0.106 1.27 
300-400µL N/A N/D N/D N/D 
400-500 µL N/A N/D N/D N/D 
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Table – 20: Quantitation and purity of DNA eluted from a Sepharose 4B column for 
Post: GB516 FF6 B02.   
Post: GB516 FF6 
B02 
Dilution 
Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
0-100µL 1:4 0.783 (39µg/mL DNA) 0.606 1.29 
100-200µL  1:2 0.321 (16µg/mL DNA) 0.255 1.26 
200-300 µL N/A 0.151 (8µg/mL DNA) 0.121 1.25 
300-400µL N/A N/D N/D N/D 
400-500µL N/A N/D N/D N/D 
 
Table – 21: Quantitation and purity of DNA eluted from a Sepharose 4B column for 
Post: VK916 NF B08.   
Post: VK916 NF B08 Dilution Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
0-100µL   1:2 0.367 (18µg/mL DNA) 0.296 1.24 
100-200µL  1:1 0.182 (9µg/mL DNA) 0.146 1.25 
200-300µL N/A 0.126 (6µg/mL DNA) 0.101 1.25 
300-400µL  N/A N/D N/D N/D 
400-500µL N/A N/D N/D N/D 
 
Table – 22: Quantitation and purity of DNA eluted from a Sepharose 4B column for 
Post: VK916 FF1 B02.   
Post: VK916 FF1 
B02 
Dilution 
Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
0-100µL      1:5 0.687 (34µg/mL DNA) 0.532 1.29 
100-200µL  1:2 0.235 (12µg/mL DNA) 0.188 1.25 
200-300µL  N/A N/D N/D N/D 
300-400µL  N/A N/D N/D N/D 
400-500µL  N/A N/D N/D N/D 
 
Table – 23: Quantitation and purity of DNA eluted from a Sepharose 4B column for 
Post: MC292 NF B04.   
Post: MC292 NF B04 Dilution Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
0-100µL      1:6 0.516 (26µg/mL DNA) 0.404 1.28 
100-200µL 1:2 0.274 (14µg/mL DNA) 0.214 1.28 
200-300µL  N/A N/D N/D N/D 
300-400µL N/A N/D N/D N/D 
400-500µL  N/A N/D N/D N/D 
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Table – 24: Quantitation and purity of DNA eluted from a Sepharose 4B column for 
Post: MC292 FF6 B02.   
Post: MC292 FF6 
B02 
Dilution 
Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
0-100µL      1:4 0.633 (33µg/mL DNA) 0.510 1.30 
100-200µL  1:1 0.195 (10µg/mL DNA) 0.157 1.25 
200-300µL  N/A N/D N/D N/D 
300-400µL  N/A N/D N/D N/D 
400-500µL  N/A N/D N/D N/D 
 
Table – 25: Quantitation and purity of DNA eluted from a Sepharose 4B column for 
Post: GB602 NF B10.   
Post: GB602 NF B10 Dilution Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
0-100µL      1:5 0.518 (26µg/mL DNA) 0.411 1.26 
100-200µL  1:2 0.308 (15µg/mL DNA) 0.253 1.22 
200-300µL  1:1 0.163 (8µg/mL DNA) 0.135 1.21 
300-400µL  N/A N/D N/D N/D 
400-500µL  N/A N/D N/D N/D 
   
Table – 26: Quantitation and purity of DNA eluted from a Sepharose 4B column for 
Post: GB602 FF5 B02.   
Post: GB602 FF5 
B02 
Dilution 
Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
0-100µL     1:3 0.932 (47µg/mL DNA) 0.728 1.28 
100-200µL  1:1 0.313 (16µg/mL DNA) 0.252 1.24 
200-300µL  N/A N/D N/D N/D 
300-400µL  N/A N/D N/D N/D 
400-500µL  N/A N/D N/D N/D 
 
DNA to achieve a spectrophotometer reading of at least 0.1 for λ280nm.  Most of the  
 
samples’ λ260nm/λ280nm ratios were definitely increased after the Sepharose 4B  
 
treatment, which shows that humic substances seemed to be at least, a constituent of any  
 
contaminant that may have caused previous amplification attempts to fail. 
 
A PCR was performed on each of the elutant increments.  All of the reaction 
mixtures were made to 50µL.  All contained: 
- 5µL of buffer containing 15mmol. MgCl 
- 1µL of dNTPs 
- 1µL of primers* 
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- 0.4µL of AmpliTaq Gold 
- 1µL of sample DNA 
- Enough dH2O to fill each mixture to 50µL 
 
*All samples were run in duplicate.  Half used the primer set 1500R + 27F.  
The other half used the primer set UB16s C-3 + UB16s DR-9. 
 
Two sets of primers were used to increase the sensitivity of the PCR.  The PCR products 
were gelled using the ‘Recipe for Electrophoresis Gels’ (Materials and Methods).   
Results 
The dilution factors used to gain a reasonable spectrophotometer reading were 
generally lower than the dilution factors needed to dilute the same samples directly after 
extraction and no Sepharose 4B treatment (Chapters 2-4).  This showed that much of the 
DNA was being lost in the Sepharose 4B column. 
None of the elutants from any of the samples run in this PCR were successful.  
All of the positive controls for each set of samples revealed that the PCR was valid 
(photographs not shown here).  Multiple repeats of this specific experiment were not 
performed due to time and money constraints.   
The Sepharose 4B column did help “clean up” the samples to a limited extent 
according to the spectrophotometry data.  This could mean one of two things: 1) humics 
are only part of the problem, and getting rid of them is not enough to produce a 
successful PCR; 2) Humics may be the only, or most prevalent, contaminant, but it may 
take several columns of Sepharose 4B to eliminate enough humics to induce a successful 
PCR.  
It should be noted that after this experiment took place, the 0-100 elutants from 
each sample were run through an ethanol precipitation and Sepharose 4B column for a 
second time to try and purify the samples even further.  However, too much DNA was 
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lost in the Sepharose 4B column to obtain a reliable spectrophotometer reading for any of 
the samples. 
Experiment #16 
 This experiment was designed to eliminate the problem of trace metals that might 
have been carried through the extraction procedure.  A simple method was set up similar 
to that found in Walsh et al. (25) (Materials and Methods); it used Chelex®100, a resin 
that especially binds to di- and tri-valent metal ions. 
Two samples from each platform (one NF and one FF) that could not be amplified by 
PCR (Chapters 2-4) were chosen for this experiment. 
- Post: GB516 NF B03 
- Post: GB516 FF5 B01 
 
- Post: VK916 NF B04 
- Post: VK916 FF4 B01 
 
- Post: MC292 NF B07 
- Post: MC292 FF2 B01 
 
- Post: GB602 NF B03 
- Post: GB602 FF1 B02 
 
The samples were run through the “Protocol for Extracting DNA from Sediment 
Samples” (Material and Methods) and the Chelex®100 purification protocol (Materials 
and Methods).  Next, the products were examined with a U.V.-vis spectrophotometer to 
detect the amounts of DNA in each purified sample and the purity of that DNA.  The 
results were as follows:  
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Table – 27: Quantitation and purity of DNA produced by the Chelex®100 protocol  
for Post: GB516 NF B03, Post: GB516 FF5 B01, Post: VK916 NF B04, Post: VK916 
FF4 B01, Post: MC292 NF B07, Post: MC292 FF2 B01, Post: GB602 NF B03, and Post: 
GB602 FF1 B02.   
 Dilution Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
Post: GB516 NF B03 1:8 0.754 (38µg/mL DNA) 0.629 1.20 
Post: GB516 FF5 B01 1:6 0.884 (44µg/mL DNA) 0.775 1.14 
Post: VK916 NF B04 1:10 0.354 (18µg/mL DNA) 0.288 1.23 
Post: VK916 FF4 B01 1:7 0.486 (24µg/mL DNA) 0.423 1.15 
Post: MC292 NF B07 1:7 0.669 (33µg/mL DNA) 0.582 1.15 
Post: MC292 FF2 B01 1:8 0.300 (15µg/mL DNA) 0.252 1.19 
Post: GB602 NF B03 1:5 0.920 (46µg/mL DNA) 0.885 1.04 
Post: GB602 FF1 B02 1:7 0.562 (27µg/mL DNA) 0.497 1.13 
 
The effect the Chelex had at this point was inconclusive.  Most of the  
 
λ260nm/λ280nm ratios were about the same as they had been when previously inspected  
 
without a Chelex®100 purification.  The dilution factors were not significantly different  
 
between using or not using the Chelex®100 procedure either. 
 
A PCR was performed on each of the purified samples.  All of the reaction 
mixtures were made to 50µL.  All contained: 
- 5µL of buffer containing 15mmol. MgCl 
- 1µL of dNTPs 
- 1µL of primers* 
- 0.4µL of AmpliTaq Gold 
- 1µL of sample DNA 
- Enough dH2O to fill each mixture to 50µL 
 
*All samples were run in duplicate.  Half used the primer set 1500R + 27F.  
The other half used the primer set UB16s C-3 + UB16s DR-9. 
 
Results 
None of the samples in this PCR were amplified successfully.  The positive 
control for each set of samples revealed that the PCR was valid (photographs not shown 
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here).  Multiple repeats of this specific experiment were not performed due to time and 
money constraints.   
It should be noted that after this experiment took place, each of the purified 
samples were run through an ethanol precipitation and treated with Chelex®100 for a 
second time to try and purify the samples even further.  The results were almost identical 
to those obtained when only one round of Chelex®100 treatment was used.   
Experiment #17 
 This experiment was simply a combination of Experiments #15 and #16.  The 
idea was that any purification provided by a Sepharose 4B column and a Chelex®100 
treatment, when coupled, might have been enough to produce PCR-grade DNA. 
 Two samples from each platform (one NF and one FF) that could not be amplified 
by PCR (Chapter 2) were chosen for this experiment.  
- Post: GB516 NF B12 
- Post: GB516 FF6 B02 
- Post: VK916 NF B08 
- Post: VK916 FF4 B01 
 
- Post: MC292 NF B04 
- Post: MC292 FF6 B02 
 
- Post: GB602 NF B10 
- Post: GB602 FF5 B02 
 
The four samples were run through the Sepharose 4B column protocol (Materials and 
Methods) and the Chelex®100 purification protocol (Materials and Methods), in that 
order.  This time, for the Sepharose 4B column, only three elutants were collected: ‘0-
100,’ ‘100-200,’ and ‘200-300.’  Looking at Experiment #15, these elutants were the ones 
that carried most of the DNA.  The resulting elutants were carried through the 
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Chelex®100 procedure, and their quantity and purity were examined with a 
spectrophotometer. The spectrophotometry results were as follows: 
Table – 28: Quantitation and purity of DNA from Post: GB516 NF B12 after purification 
by a Sepharose 4B column and the Chelex®100 protocol. 
Post: GB516 FF6 
B02 
Dilution 
Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
0-100 1:4 0.727 (36µg/mL DNA) 0.576 1.26 
100-200 1:1 0.712 (36µg/mL DNA) 0.565 1.26 
200-300 N/A 0.260 (13µg/mL DNA) 0.205 1.27 
 
Table – 29: Quantitation and purity of DNA from Post: GB516 FF6 B02 after 
purification by a Sepharose 4B column and the Chelex®100 protocol.  
Post: GB516 NF B12 Dilution Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
0-100      1:3 0.511 (26µg/mL DNA)   0.411 1.24 
100-200 N/A 0.198 (10µg/mL DNA)   0.153 1.29 
200-300 N/A 0.126 (6µg/mL DNA)    0.101 1.25 
 
Table – 30: Quantitation and purity of DNA from Post: VK916 NF B08 after  
purification by a Sepharose 4B column and the Chelex®100 protocol.   
Post: VK916 NF B08 Dilution Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
0-100      1:4 0.336  (17µg/mL DNA)  0.258 1.30 
100-200 1:1 0.138  (7µg/mL DNA) 0.107 1.29 
200-300 N/A N/A                 N/A N/A 
 
Table – 31: Quantitation and purity of DNA from Post: VK916 FF4 B01 after 
purification 
by a Sepharose 4B column and the Chelex®100 protocol. 
  Post: VK916 FF4 
             B01 
Dilution 
  Factor             λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
            0-100      1:5 0.679 (34µg/mL DNA)    0.529            1.28 
          100-200      1:2 0.706 (35µg/mL DNA)    0.563            1.25 
          200-300     N/A 0.315 (16µg/mL DNA)    0.254            1.24 
 
Table – 32: Quanitation and purity of DNA from Post: MC292 NF B04 after  
purification by a Sepharose 4B column and the Chelex®100 protocol.   
Post: MC292 NF B04 Dilution Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
0-100      1:3 0.494 (25µg/mL DNA) 0.377 1.31 
100-200 1:1 0.359 (18µg/mL DNA) 0.276 1.30 
200-300 N/A 0.200 (10µg/mL DNA) 0.157 1.27 
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Table – 33: Quanitation and purity of DNA from Post: MC292 FF6 B02 after  
purification by a Sepharose 4B column and the Chelex®100 protocol.   
Post: MC292 FF6 
B02 
Dilution 
Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
0-100      1:5 0.834 (42µg/mL DNA) 0.646 1.29 
100-200 1:2 0.614 (31µg/mL DNA) 0.472 1.30 
200-300 N/A 0.262 (13µg/mL DNA) 0.201 1.30 
 
Table – 34: Quanitation and purity of DNA from Post: GB602 NF B10 after purification 
by a Sepharose 4B column and the Chelex®100 protocol.   
Post: GB602 NF B10 Dilution Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
0-100      1:3 0.312 (16µg/mL DNA) 0.267 1.17 
100-200 N/A 0.577 (29µg/mL DNA) 0.506 1.14 
200-300 N/A 0.130 (7µg/mL DNA) 0.113 1.15 
 
Table – 35: Quanitation and purity of DNA from Post: GB602 FF5 B02 after purification 
by a Sepharose 4B column and the Chelex®100 protocol.   
Post: GB602 FF5 
B02 
Dilution 
Factor λ260nm λ280nm λ260nm/λ280nm 
0-100      1:3 0.549 (27µg/mL DNA) 0.473 1.16 
100-200 1:1 0.637 (32µg/mL DNA) 0.549 1.16 
200-300 N/A 0.216 (11µg/mL DNA) 0.192 1.13 
 
A PCR of each of these purified samples was attempted.  All of the reaction 
mixtures were made to 50µL.  All contained: 
- 5µL of buffer containing 15mmol. MgCl 
- 1µL of dNTPs 
- 1µL of primers* 
- 0.4µL of AmpliTaq Gold 
- 1µL of sample DNA 
- Enough dH2O to fill each mixture to 50µL 
 
*All samples were run in duplicate.  Half used the primer set 1500R + 27F.  The other 
half used the primer set UB16s C-3 + UB16s D-9. 
 
A PCR of each of these purified samples was attempted.  All of the reaction 
mixtures were made to 50µL.  All contained: 
- 5µL of buffer containing 15mmol. MgCl 
- 1µL of dNTPs 
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- 1µL of primers* 
- 0.4µL of AmpliTaq Gold 
- 1µL of sample DNA 
- Enough dH2O to fill each mixture to 50µL 
 
*All samples were run in duplicate.  Half used the primer set 1500R + 27F.  
The other half used the primer set UB16s C-3 + UB16s DR-9. 
 
Results 
None of the samples run in this PCR were successful.  The positive controls for 
each set of samples revealed that the PCR was valid (photographs not shown here).  
Multiple repeats of this specific experiment were not performed due to time and money 
constraints. 
Spectrophotometry results from Experiments #15, #16, and #17 showed that 
Sepharose 4B had some ability to “clean up” samples that had been recently 
contaminated by drilling muds.  Chelex®100 did not seem to have any effect on the 
purity of the samples according to spectrophotometry and PCR results.  The level of  
“clean up” caused by both Sepharose 4B and Chelex®100 in tandem seemed to have 
minor purifying abilities, however, it was apparently not enough to induce successful 
amplification via PCR.  The experiments in this chapter also show that humics might be 
part of the problem, but there did not seem to be enough DNA per sample to accurately 
determine this. 
Chapter 7 
Preface 
Chapter 7 is an attempt to provide a better answer as to why sediments recently 
exposed to drilling muds are not yielding PCR-grade DNA.  It presents two additional 
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experiments that provide data suggesting that the problem might lie with a simple lack of 
DNA, irrespective of the previous spectrophotometry data.   
Other investigators had conducted their own research on the same samples dealt 
with in this thesis.  Two such types of research were sediment grain size and ATP 
concentration analysis.  The data from these two areas were examined, and each had their 
own specific trend.  The sediment grain size data, which was provided via personal 
correspondence with Dr. Wayne Isphording, showed that the average grain size decreased 
by ≈50% (2.38µm to 1.35µm) among the far field samples from pre-drilled and pre-
redrilled sediments to post-drilled sediments.  The average sediment grain size among the 
near field samples remained steady from pre-drilled and pre-redrilled sediments to post-
drilled sediments.  The smaller 1.35µm grains make them extremely susceptible to 
homogenization by currents.  It would be very difficult for microbes to settle and 
cultivate on this type of surface.  The ATP concentration analysis (14) revealed between 
a 20 to 100 fold decrease in the concentration of ATP present in sediments recently 
exposed to drilling fluids.  This indicates that viable life is relatively scarce in post-drilled 
sediment samples.   
Both new sets of data (Appendix C) raised suspicion that a lack of DNA may be 
the reason why DNA from post-drilled samples was not amplified during PCR.  To 
examine the validity of this suspicion, microscopy was used to visualize the relative 
amount of cells that could be found in select sediment samples.  In addition, a second 
method, besides spectrophotometry was used to quantify the samples after the extraction 
procedure.  
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Experiment #18  
 This experiment was an extraction of total cells from selected sediment samples.  
These cells were quantified with fluorescent microscopy.  
Two samples from each platform that yielded DNA pure enough for amplification 
were selected.  Also, two samples from each platform that did not yield DNA pure 
enough for amplification were also selected.  The samples selected were: 
- Pre: GB516 NF B02 
- Pre: GB516 FF6 B02 
 
- Pre: VK916 NF B06 
- Pre: VK916 FF4 B01 
 
- Post: GB516 NF B02 
- Post: GB516 FF6 B02 
 
- Post: VK916 NF B06 
- Post: VK916 FF4 B01 
 
- Post: MC292 NF B07 
- Post: MC292 FF6 B02 
 
- Post: GB602 NF B09 
- Post: GB602 FF5 B02 
 
 
Each sample was run through the “Protocol for Fluorescent Microscopy” (Materials and 
Methods).  
Results 
 The samples that had recently been exposed to drilling muds had no appreciable 
amounts of microbes according to this technique (pictures not shown).  On the other 
hand, the sediment samples that were considered pre-drilled and pre-redrilled showed an 
abundance of microbial life.  The following figures show the results of fluorescent 
microscopy regarding the pre-drilled and pre-redrilled samples.   
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This figure shows a chain 
of rod-shaped microbes 
surrounded by several 
coccus-shaped microbes.
Figure – 15: Microbes from Pre: GB516 NF B02: visualized by fluorescent microscopy.   
 
 
This figure shows several 
coccus-shaped microbes. 
Figure – 16: Microbes from Pre: GB516 FF6 B02: visualized by fluorescent microscopy.   
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 This figure shows a chain 
of rod-shaped microbes 
surrounded by several 
coccus-shaped microbes.
Figure – 17: Microbes from Pre: VK916 NF B06: visualized by fluorescent microscopy.   
 
 
This figure shows a 
mixture of bacillus- and 
coccus-shaped microbes. 
Figure – 18: Microbes from Pre: VK916 FF4 B01: visualized by fluorescent microscopy.   
These figures strongly suggested that very little microbial life existed within the 
sediment samples that had been recently exposed to drilling muds.  In turn, they also 
suggest that there may not be appreciable amounts of microbes in the sediments around 
active oil drilling platforms.   
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The results from this experiment helped to corroborate the ATP data produced by 
Guilbeau.  An absence of viable organisms causes low ATP concentrations.  There was 
no absence of viable organisms in the pre-drilled and pre-redrilled; however, there was 
definitely an absence of organisms in the post-drilled samples according to the 
microscopy data.  The results also confirm that sediment grain size could have a 
significantly negative effect on the ability of microbes to settle and cultivate in areas 
recently exposed to drilling muds.   
Experiment #19 
 Experiment #19 is another attempt to determine whether a lack of DNA is a 
possible source of unsuccessful DNA amplification via PCR.   DNA in extracted samples 
was quantified using a different method than spectrophotometry, which had been used 
through most of this examination.  A method using fluorometry and ethidium bromide 
was used in accordance with Van Lancker et al. (24).  The standard curve created for this 
procedure can be found in Appendix B. 
 Two samples from each platform that yielded DNA pure enough for amplification 
were selected.  Also, two samples from each platform that did not yield DNA pure 
enough for amplification were also selected.  The samples selected here were purposely 
different than those used in Experiment #18 because it was reasonable to assume that 
post-drilling samples used in Experiment #18 would have relatively low amounts of 
DNA, according to the microscopy data.  The samples chosen for this experiment were: 
- Pre: GB516 NF B12 
- Pre: GB516 FF5 B01 
 
- Pre: VK916 NF B08 
- Pre: VK916 FF1 B02 
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- Post: GB516 NF B12 
- Post: GB 516 FF5 B01 
 
- Post: VK916 NF B08 
- Post: VK916 FF1 B02 
 
- Post: MC292 NF B12 
- Post: MC292 FF2 B01 
 
- Post: GB602 NF B10 
- Post: GB602 FF1 B02 
 
 Results 
 
Table – 36: Quanitation of DNA using fluorometry for Pre: GB516 NF B12, Pre: GB516 
FF5 B01, Pre: VK916 NF B08, Pre: VK916 FF1 B02, Post: GB516 NF B12, Post: GB 
516 FF5 B01, Post: VK916 NF B08, Post: VK916 FF1 B02, Post: MC292 NF B12, Post: 
MC292 FF2 B01, Post: GB602 NF B10, and Post: GB602 FF1 B02.   
Sample Dilution Factor Fluorescent Units ng of DNA per 1µL 
Pre: GB516 NF B12 
 1:6 0.462 29.057 
Pre: GB516 FF5 
B01 1:7 0.636 40.000 
Pre: VK916 NF B08 
 1:7 0.603 37.925 
Pre: VK916 FF1 
B02 1:7 0.678 42.642 
Post: GB516 NF 
B12 1:9 0.068 4.277 
Post: GB516 FF5 
B01 1:10 0.180 11.321 
Post: VK916 NF 
B08 1:7 0.129 8.113 
Post: VK916 FF1 
B02 1:8 0.035 2.201 
Post: MC292 NF 
B12 1:9 0.129 8.113 
Post: MC292 FF2 
B01 1:8 0.066 4.151 
Post: GB602 NF 
B10 1:6 0.029 1.824 
Post: GB602 FF1 
B02 1:9 0.054 3.396 
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The results of this experiment directly contradicted the spectrophotometry data for 
the same samples at the same dilutions.  The fluorometer data showed that the DNA  
concentrations for the pre-drilled and pre-redrilled samples were marginally lower than 
the spectrophotometry data suggested.  But for the post-drilled samples, the fluorometer 
data showed that DNA concentrations were sometimes 10-fold less than what the  
spectrophotometry data had suggested.   
At this point, a lack of DNA appeared to be a probable cause why amplification 
via PCR was unsuccessful.  It should be recalled, however, that attempts to amplify the 
DNA from the post-drilled samples took place at many dilutions, including no dilution.   
When looking at the amounts of DNA that were required for a successful PCR in pre-
drilled and pre-redrilled samples, the amount of DNA in post-drilled samples should have 
been ample for a successful amplification.    
In all of the samples, there seemed to be something, in addition to DNA, that was 
absorbing light at 260nm, especially in the post-drilled samples.   The substance(s) 
responsible for this is probably the source of inhibition during PCR.  The reason that it 
interfered with the post-drilled samples and not the pre-drilled and pre-redrilled samples 
was probably because the questionable substance(s) had a higher concentration in post-
drilled samples.  It should be noted that no matter what the sample, the same amount of 
substance, overall, had been produced from the extraction procedure (≈ 2mL).  Thus, 
more of this substance was made of DNA in the pre-drilled and pre-redrilled samples 
than in the post-drilled samples.   
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Experiment #20 
Earlier, in Chapter 6, two entities were labeled as possible contaminants;  1) 
humic substances, and 2) metals.  This experiment tried to determine with certainty that 
humic substances were persisting through the extraction protocol and interfering with 
spectrophotometry readings and PCR. 
One telltale sign of humic substances is a steady increase in spectrophotometry 
absorbance from a wavelength of 700nm to 250nm.  Also, at a lower pH, humic 
substances absorb more light than at higher pHs (4) (6). 
In this experiment, four samples from the GB516 platform and four samples from 
the VK916 platform were examined.  The “Protocol for Determining the Presence of 
Humic Substances” (Methods and Materials) was followed.  The samples chosen for this 
experiment were: 
- Pre: GB516 NF B12 
-  Post: GB516 NF B12 
- Pre: GB516 FF6 B02 
- Post: GB516 FF6 B02 
 
- Pre: VK916 NF B06 
- Post: VK916 NF B06 
- Pre: VK916 FF4 B01 
- Post: VK916 FF4 B01 
  
Samples from the MC292 and GB602 platforms were not selected in this experiment 
because pre-drilled samples were not taken from them.  This experiment relied on 
comparing data from pre- to post-drilling to draw a conclusion. 
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Results 
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Figure – 19: Absorbance spectrum of pure DNA (1µg/1µL) at a pH of ≈ 8 and a pH of ≈3.   
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Figure – 20: Absorbance spectrum of Pre: GB516 NF B12 at a pH of ≈ 8 and a pH of ≈ 3.   
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Absorbance of Extract with Varying pHs
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Figure – 21: Absorbance spectrum of Post: GB516 NF B12 at a pH of ≈ 8 and a pH of 
≈3.   
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Figure – 22: Absorbance spectrum of Pre: GB516 FF6 B02 at a pH of ≈ 8 and a pH of ≈3.   
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Figure – 23: Absorbance spectrum of Post: GB516 FF6 B02 at a pH of ≈ 8 and a pH of 
≈3.   
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Figure – 24: Absorbance spectrum of Pre: VK916 NF B06 at a pH of ≈ 8 and a pH of ≈ 3.   
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 Figure – 25: Absorbance spectrum of Post: VK916 NF B06 at a pH of ≈ 8 and a pH of 
≈3.   
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Figure – 26: Absorbance spectrum of Pre: VK916 FF4 B01 at a pH of ≈ 8 and a pH of 
≈3.   
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Figure – 27: Absorbance spectrum of Post: VK916 FF4 B01 at a pH of ≈ 8 and a pH of 
≈3.   
 
These figures prove that humics are being carried through the extraction 
procedure, and that these substances are much more prevalent in the DNA extracts from 
post-drilled samples than from pre-drilled and pre-redrilled samples. 
Experiment #21 
 This experiment is designed to test the possibility of barium being present in 
DNA extracts from post-drilled samples.  Gao et al. (10) showed that Ba2+ could bind to 
the N7 and O6 regions of guanine.  DNA bound in this way could not be amplified by 
PCR.  Due to time and money constraints, approximately 100µL of eight different DNA 
extracts were combined and diluted to 7mL, which was the amount needed to run this 
experiment.  With this dilution, the DNA concentration that was tested was ≈ 
27.4µg/1µL.  The sample DNAs that were used in this experiment came from: 
- Post: GB516 NF B12 
- Post: GB 516 FF5 B01 
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- Post: VK916 NF B08 
- Post: VK916 FF1 B02 
 
- Post: MC292 NF B12 
- Post: MC292 FF2 B01 
 
- Post: GB602 NF B10 
- Post: GB602 FF1 B02 
An expert (Michael Breithaupt) was hired to test the sample for barium.  He used 
inductively coupled plasma emission spectroscopy (ICP) to detect barium levels down to 
1ppm.   
Results 
 The results of this experiment were negative.  No irregular concentration – higher 
than 1ppm - of barium was found in the combined extract sample. 
Experiment #22 
The post-drilled sediment samples examined had high metallic concentrations.  
Also, drilling muds are known to contain high concentrations of salts that are added to 
make the muds denser.  Some of these ions may have had the ability to salt-out some 
DNA, untimely, during the extraction procedure.  This could have lead to the lower 
concentrations of DNA seen in post-drilled extracts.  Experiment #22 was an evaluation 
of the salt content in pre and post-drilled sediments.  This experiment used the following 
samples: 
- Pre: GB516 NF B12 
- Pre: GB516 FF5 B01 
 
- Pre: VK916 NF B08 
- Pre: VK916 FF1 B02 
 
- Post: GB516 NF B12 
- Post: GB 516 FF5 B01 
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- Post: VK916 NF B08 
- Post: VK916 FF1 B02 
 
- Post: MC292 NF B12 
- Post: MC292 FF2 B01 
 
- Post: GB602 NF B10 
- Post: GB602 FF1 B02 
Each sample was centrifuged until the water portion of sediment sample was 
separated from the actual sediment.  0.25mL of supernatant was placed on an Atago Hand 
Refractometer and viewed.   
Results 
 Every sediment sample tested was found to have a salt concentration of 
approximately 3%, with no significant variation.  This showed that untimely salting-out 
of DNA was not contributing to low DNA yields in post-drilled extracts. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
Conclusions 
Answering the Overall Question 
 The question this thesis attempted to answer was: do the drilling muds dumped 
around four specific oil-drilling platforms cause a microbial community structure shift in 
the sediments that surround each platform?  This thesis could not answer that question 
with a significant degree of surety.   
 The first phase to answering the structure shift question required amplification of 
whole sediment DNA from samples taken before they would be recently exposed to 
drilling muds.  This was achieved with the samples from Pre: GB516 and Pre: VK916.  
The second phase required the amplification of whole sediment DNA from samples once 
they had recently been exposed to drilling muds.  This was not achieved.   
Understanding the Answer 
Several observations were made concerning the Post: GB516, Post: VK916, Post: 
MC292, and Post: GB602 samples to determine why their DNA could not be amplified.  
The fluorometry, microscopy, and humics data all showed that the ratio between DNA 
and other material that passed through the extraction procedure was much lower in post-
drilled samples than in pre-drilled (and pre-redrilled) samples.  There could have been 
many reasons for this.  The microscopy and ATP data hint at a sheer lack of bacterial 
DNA due to low numbers of viable microbes.  When drilling muds are dumped around a 
platform, their larger grains commonly settle in close proximity to the platform, while the 
finer grains are swept further away by currents.  In the far field samples, where the 
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sediment grain size averaged a mere 1.35µm in size, low numbers of microbes are not 
surprising.  With grains that small, it is extremely easy for a light current to homogenize 
the sediment making microbe cultivation difficult.  In the near field samples, where 
average sediment grain size was 2.38µm, it was concluded that the large volume of muds 
being dumped was smothering microbes.  Toxicity of the drilling muds may also have 
contributed to the low numbers of microbes.  The toxicity data presented in this thesis 
show that sediments recently exposed to drilling muds were for  the most part toxic for 
the test organism.  Whether this level of toxicity is found in marine sedimentary bacteria 
is unanswered. 
Another reason for a low ratio between DNA and other material that passed 
through the extraction procedure was an increase of humic substances.  Drilling muds 
regularly contain significant amounts of organic carbon. Thus, the introduction of drilling 
muds to a sediment sample would increase the amount of humic substances in that 
sample.  It was determined that the post-drilled samples contained relatively large 
amounts of humic substances, which have the ability to pass through many DNA 
extraction procedures.  Since there was no other viable evidence to support another 
contaminant, humic substances were believed to be passed through the extraction 
procedure.  This would explain the blackish color observed after the ethanol precipitation.  
It would also explain why the λ260nm/λ280nm became greater after the Sepharose 4B 
column, which was used to rid a sample of humic substances. Here, humic substances 
were believed to be the cause of failure in this project.  Since humic substances have the 
ability to interfere with the polymerase during a PCR, it was concluded they were 
responsible for the failure in the second phase of this project. 
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 Summary of Contributions 
1.   Examining microbial community structure in sediments that have been exposed to 
      drilling muds is a formidable task.   
2.  Drilling muds contain humic substances that can easily be carried through a DNA 
extraction procedure. 
3. Traditional methods of DNA extraction from soils and sediments are not adequate in 
extracting DNA from sediments that have recently been exposed to drilling muds.   
4. Traditional methods of DNA extraction from soils and sediments are adequate in 
removing large amounts of trace metals, including relatively large amounts of barium. 
5. Sediment microbes seem to be sparse within ≈ 10 miles of an oil-drilling platform 
that is actively dumping drilling muds on a large scale. 
6. Sepharose 4B, with regard to DNA extracts from sediment samples recently exposed 
to drilling muds, does eliminate some humic substances; however, it does not 
eliminate enough humic substances, and it retains too much DNA to be applicable 
when trying to obtain PCR-grade DNA.   
7. A new and more effective method of ridding DNA from humic substances must be 
found before a definitive answer to drilling muds’ effect on microbial community 
structure can be determined.   
8.  Sites where drilling muds have been dumped can recover, i.e. the biological, 
geological, and toxicological parameters can return to pre-drilling conditions in a 
relatively short amount of time.  This can be seen with the GB516 platform, where 
pre-redrilled data was similar to a virgin site like VK916. 
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 Future Research 
 Future research would obviously focus on finding DNA extraction techniques and 
DNA “clean-up” procedures that could be effective at eliminating persistent organic 
carbon, such as humic substances.   
 Other gel-resins similar to Sepharose 4B, such as Sephadex G-50 and Sephadex 
G-200, may eliminate humic substances more efficiently than Sepharose 4B.   
 One other option is increasing PCR efficiency by using specific chemicals such as 
tetramethlyammonium chloride, formamide, dimethyl sulfoxide, etc.  These may allow a 
PCR to be successful even in the presence of humics. 
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APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENT PROTOCOLS 
 
 
Protocol for Extracting DNA from Sediment Samples 
1. Filter approximately 30g. of sample through a Buchner funnel using a Whatman #1 
(medium-high flowthrough) as the filter. 
2. Rinse the resulting caked mud twice with 30mL of TE buffer in the same apparatus as 
in step 1. 
3. Weigh-out 3g. of the rinsed/caked sediment and place into a 50-mL centrifuge tube. 
4. Add 10 mL of TE buffer (pH = 8). 
5. Add 0.1 g. of PPLV (Polyvinyl-pyrrolidone) and vortex. 
6. Centrifuge at 15,500g for 10 minutes. 
7. Discard the supernatant. 
8. Add 5 mL of SET buffer and 500 µL of lysozyme (50 mg per 500 µL). 
9. Incubate at 37°C, shaking regularly for 2 hours. 
10. Add 500 µL of 10% SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate). 
11. Perform 3 freeze/thaw cycles (-80°C for 5 minutes, 70°C for 5 minutes). 
12. Centrifuge at 15,500g for 10 minutes. 
13. Transfer supernatant into new 50-mL tube and refrigerate. 
14. Resuspend pellet in 5 mL of 0.12M sodium phosphate (Na2HPO4) and 50 µL of 
Proteinase K. 
15. Incubate at 37°C for 30 minutes, shaking regularly. 
16. Incubate at 65°C for 1 hour, shaking regularly. 
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17. Centrifuge at 15,500g for 30 minutes. 
18. Add new supernatant to previous supernatant (step #11). 
19. Centrifuge supernatants at 40,000g for 30 minutes. 
20. Transfer supernatant to new 50-mL tube. 
21. Add 10 mL of 23% w/v PEG (Polyethylene glycol – M.W. 8,000) and mix. 
22. Add 1.5 mL of 5.0M NaCl slowly and mix well. 
23. Centrifuge at 30,500g for 30 minutes and discard supernatant. 
24. Resuspend in 4 mL of TE buffer. 
25. Transfer into 1.5-mL centrifuge tubes (1 mL each). 
26. Add 500 µL of phenol to each tube (in a chemical hood). 
27. Vortex and centrifuge at 7,100g for 10 minutes. 
28. Remove water-soluble layer (top) and place into new 1.5-mL tubes. 
29. Repeat steps 26-28 once. 
30. Add 500 µL of chloroform (in a chemical hood). 
31. Vortex and centrifuge at 7,100g for 10 minutes. 
32. Remove water-soluble layer (top) and place into new 1.5-mL tubes. 
33. Repeat steps 30-32 once. 
34. Add 2-3 volumes of 95% ethanol/ammonium acetate solution (0.2M) to the DNA 
sample contained in a 1.5mL microfuge tube.  Invert to mix, and incubate in an ice-
water bath for at least 20 minutes. 
35. Centrifuge at ≈ 35,000g for 15 minutes at 4ºC. 
36. Decant supernatant and drain by inverting on a paper towel. 
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37. Add 70% ethanol (corresponding to about two volumes of the original sample), 
incubate at room temperature for 10 minutes. 
38. Centrifuge for 5 minutes at ≈ 35,000g. 
39. Freeze dry while centrifuging. 
40. Add 50µL of TE buffer to crystallized DNA. 
Protocol for Making T.E. Buffer 
1. Add 1.12 g. of Tris base. 
2. Add 100 mL of 0.5M EDTA. 
a) To make 0.5M EDTA with pH 8.0. 
1. Add 37.22 g. of EDTA salt in 170 mL of dH2O. 
2. Add NaOH until pH = 8.0. This is when the EDTA will dissolve. 
3.  Fill to 200 mL. 
3.   Fill to 800 mL with dH2O. 
4.   Fix pH to 8.0 with HCl. 
5.   Fill to 1 L. 
Protocol for Making S.E.T. Buffer 
Instructions per liter: 
1.   Add 200 g. of sucrose. 
2.   Add 100 mL of 0.5M EDTA. 
3.   Add 50 mL of Trizma pH 7.8. 
Purity and Quantity Determination 
1.   Blank U.V.-Vis spectrophotometer with TE buffer at a wavelength of 260nm. 
2.   View the absorbance of the test sample at a wavelength of 260nm. 
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3.   Dilute the test sample with TE buffer until the absorbance reading for that sample is 
between 1.0 and 0.1. 
4.   Blank U.V.-Vis spectrophotometer with TE buffer at a wavelength of 280nm. 
5.   View the absorbance of the test sample at a wavelength of 280nm. 
6.   Dilute the test sample with TE buffer until the absorbance reading for that sample is 
between 1.0 and 0.1. 
*    A DNA sample with high purity will yield a 1.8 when the A260 is divided by A280. 
**  The quantity of DNA can be found by using a well-known standard curve found in 
      Appendix B. 
Recipe for Electrophoresis Gels 
1.   Add 10 mL of 10x TBE to 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask. 
1. Add 90 mL of dH2O. 
2. Add 1.5 µL of Ethidium Bromide (10 mg/mL). 
3. Add 1 g. of Agarose. 
5.   Heat until it boils and pour into gel boat. 
 
Protocol for Making 10X TBE Buffer 
Instructions per liter: 
1. Add 107.2 g of Tris Base 
2. Add 55.0 g. of Boric Acid. 
3. Add 7.4 g. NaEDTA salt. 
4. Fill to volume with dH2O. 
      pH fixed at 8.3 
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Protocol for Gel Loading 
1.   Add 1.5µL of size marker (ladder) to the first well. 
2.   Add 3µL of purified DNA to each well. 
1. Add 3µL of loading dye to each well. 
Protocol for Making Loading Dye 
Add 15 mL of 30% glycerol. 
Add 5 mL 1x TBE (1/10 of above solution) and fill to 50 mL with dH2O. 
Add 500 µL of bromophenol solution.* 
*Make bromophenol solution by mixing 50 mg of bromophenol into 1 mL of dH2O. 
Protocol for Making Sepharose 4B Column and Protocol for Use 
1.   Pack a 3mL syringe with 1 cm of glass wool. 
2.   Fill the syringe with Sepharose 4B and centrifuge at 15,000g for 5 minutes. 
3.   Repeat step 2 until the packed Sepharose 4B amounted to 4 cm. 
4.   Wash column with 1mL of TE buffer and centrifuged at 15,000g for 5 minutes to 
remove excess TE buffer. 
5.   100µL of DNA sample (directly from the ethanol precipitation) were placed upon the 
column and centrifuged at 15,000g for 5 minutes.  
6.   The elutant was collected and labeled.   
7.   100µL of TE buffer were placed upon the column and centrifuged at 15,000g for 5 
minutes.   
8.   The elutant was collected and labeled. 
9.   Steps 7 and 8 were repeated three more times; thus, 5 elutant samples, total, were 
collected: 0-100, 100-200, 200-300, 300-400, and 400-500. 
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Chelex®100 Purification Protocol 
1.   Place 200µL of DNA extract into a 1.5 µL microfuge tube. 
2.   Add 800µL of 5% (w/v) Chelex®100 solution and vortex. 
3.   Incubate at 65°C for 20 minutes. 
2. Centrifuge at 15,000g for 5 minutes. 
3. Remove supernatant and place into a new microfuge tube. 
4. Perform ethanol precipitation. 
Protocol for Fluorescent Microscopy 
 
1.  Place 10g of sediment (wet weight) in a mini-blender. 
 
2.   Add 2mL of 0.008% triton-X100 to the sediment. 
 
3.   Purée for 1 minute. 
 
4.   Place the homogenized sample into a 50mL centrifuge tube, and centrifuge at 15,500g 
for 5 minutes.   
5. Remove 1mL of supernatant and stain it with acridine orange. 
 
6. Filter the stained supernatant through a nuclepore filter (0.45µm pore size). 
 
7. Fix the filter directly upon a glass slide and view using an oil immersion lens. 
Protocol for Fluorescent Quantification of DNA 
1.  Samples containing purified bacterial DNA at concentrations of 10, 50, 100, 150, 
250, 500, 750, and 1,000ng/µL were made. 
2.   1mL of ethidium bromide assay solution was pipetted into a cuvette.   
3.   Set the fluorometer (RF 5000U Spectrofluorophotometer by Shimadzu) at an 
excitation wavelength of 302nm and an emission wavelength of 546nm. 
4. Pipette 10µL of purified DNA from step #1 into the cuvette and read the fluorescence. 
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5. Repeat steps #2-#4 for all samples prepared in step #1 to obtain a standard curve. 
6. Repeat steps #2-#4 for sample of unknown concentration, read fluorescence, and 
determine the concentration of DNA by using the standard curve. 
Protocol for Making Ethidium Bromide Assay Solution 
1. Add 10mL of 10X TNE buffer to 98.5 mL of dH2O. 
2. Filter the solution through a 0.45-µm filter. 
3. Add 0.5mL of 1mg/ml ethidium bromide. 
Protocol to Make TNE Buffer 
1.   100mM Tris base 
2. 10mM EDTA 
3. 2.0M NaCl 
4. Adjust pH to 7.4 with concentrated HCl 
5. As needed, dilute with dH2O to desired concentration. 
Protocol for Determining the Presence of Humic Substances 
1. Dilute the test sample from the DNA extraction procedure so that it will read between 
1.0 and 0.1 ODUs when observed at 260nm light. 
2. Read the absorbance of the sample at wavelengths beginning at 700nm and ending at 
260nm in 20nm increments.  In addition, read the absorbance of the sample at 250nm. 
3. Add 10µL of 1.5N HCl to 1.5mL* of the sample and repeat step #2.   
 *1.5N HCl should lower the pH of the sample to ≈3 when the sample contains 9.2mM  
      TE buffer.  However, this pH calculation disregards the buffering capacity of the   
DNA’s  phosphate backbone. 
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Lumitox Protocol for Determining Toxicity 
1. Weigh-out 10mL of sediment sample and dilute with artificial seawater to a total 
volume of 50mL. 
2. Continuously shake the sample for 75 minutes at room temperature. 
3. Allow sediment to settle. 
4. Collect 5mL of supernatant in a 20mL scintillation vial. 
5. Pipette 3mL of solution media that contains 100 organisms (Pyrocystis lunula) per 
1mL into a separate 20mL scintillation vial. 
6. Add 50µL of supernatant (collected from step #4) to the scintillation vial from step 
#5. 
7. For each sediment sample, repeat steps #5 and #6 four times so that you have a total 
of 5 test vials for each sediment sample.  The five test samples’ data will be averaged 
to produce a single piece of data in the end. 
8. Incubate each set of five scintillation vials at 25ºC, in darkness for 4 hours. 
9. An apparatus called a ToxBox designed by Dr. Aurthur Stiffey and Ed Dewailly read 
the samples’ bioluminescence. 
10. Negative controls were made with only 3mL of solution media that contains 100 
organisms (Pyrocystis lunula) per 1mL into a separate 20mL scintillation vial.  No 
extra substance was added. 
11. Positive controls were made by adding 10µL of 33%(w/v) sodium dodecyl sulfate to 
5 vials containing 3mL of solution media that contains 100 organisms (Pyrocystis 
lunula) per 1mL into a separate 20mL scintillation vial. 
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APPENDIX B: CURVES USED TO QUANTITATE DNA 
 
DNA Concentration Determination Via ODUs
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APPENDIX C: ATP DATA 
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